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THE PERIL LAWLESSNESS 

THE LIBERTY THE GOSPEL 

The New Testament teaches doctrine personal religious 

liberty. freedom did Christ set free. Stand fast therefore 

and not entangled again yoke the ringing 

exhortation the Apostle Paul, which but puts explicit form 

what was involved the teaching Jesus also. 

THE PREVALENCE THE LAWLESS SPIRIT 

But lawlessness one the most serious the perils that con- 

front this land and day. not refer the existence 

criminal class that makes business breaking law, nor anarchists, 

whose theory that there should law. is, possible, 

more serious matter, that among the educated and respectable class 

the community, even among religious men, disregard law mani- 

fests itself both small matters and large. Corporations evade 

the statutes which were intended limit their actions the interest 
the common good. Automobilists defy the speed regulations. 

Officials, sworn obey and execute the laws, take advantage 

their official position and power extort money from criminals 
and honest citizens, and make law mockery and scoffing. 

Travelers avoid payment customs, and evasion taxes is, some 
quarters, almost taken for granted. Nor are these merely tech- 

nical violations civil statutes. many cases least they involve 

danger and work injury others. They violate the fundamental 
principle morality. undermine character, corrupt the minds 

the youth, and weaken the moral fiber the nation. 
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404 THE BIBLICAL WORLD 

How shall escape this evil lawlessness? Must surrender 

the liberty which Jesus taught and for which Paul contended? 

not, how shall conserve our liberty and not become 

and encouragers lawlessness 

INDIFFERENCE THE EVIL IMPOSSIBLE 

The result cannot achieved simply letting things drift. 

will not say that this the spirit the age, which useless 

resist; the tide will turn some day; but now there nothing 

but float with it. The issue too vital, the damage character 

too great, the danger the church and the nation too serious 

permit such policy. 

LEGALISM INEFFECTUAL CORRECTIVE 

But neither can the danger averted return legalism. 

That experiment has been tried too often, its result too evident 

make necessary permissible repeat again. The Phariseeism 

the first century and the Puritanism the seventeenth had their 

noble qualities. They were least morally earnest and recognized 

the supremacy the moral life. They were vastly better than 

mere frivolousness, sensuality, high-handed lawlessness. But 

Puritanism not the last the best word the experience the past 

the men the future. element legalism must enter into the 

childhood history individuals and races. But not the solution 

the world’s problem. The experience Paul epitomizes that 

the race. Mere legalism, however strict strenuous, can never 

develop real morality. Without the element voluntariness, morality 
lacks the vital breath. 

is, moreover, self-defeating. proportion dominates 

the minds men, destroys the power even construct code 

adapted existing conditions. For losing sight principles its 

exclusive attention rules, deprives itself all basis intelligent 

decision. The time past may suffice have proved the insufficiency 

legalistic morality. 

INTELLIGENT SPIRITUALITY 

Where then the corrective the evil? found where 

Christ and Paul found it, intelligent spirituality. this mean 
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EDITORIAL 

what Paul meant when, confronting the very danger are consider- 

ing, wrote the Galatians, Walk the Spirit and you will not 

fulfil the desire the flesh; led the Spirit and you are not 
under law. 

Such intelligent spirituality presupposes fundamentally religious 

view life. recognizes the fact moral obligation and 

authority exceeding that any man body men, and yields alle- 

giance that authority. Christian environment such allegiance 

expresses itself the acceptance Christ the leader life. 
But one may all this and still distinguished 

from legalism, intelligent spirituality involves the recognition the 

fact that code that ever was written can fully express the moral 

obligations life, has itself the moral dynamic make men 

good. This law cannot that weak through the flesh. The 

solution the problem life must found not body rules 

long enough and minute enough cover each possible exigency 

life, but principle simple and single, yet covering the whole life 
and spiritual force that gives this principle controlling power. 

Because these things are so, intelligent spirituality involves thought- 

fulness. The legalist may more less mechanical fashion 

follow out the rules his code. But the acceptance single prin- 
ciple conduct entails thinking that one may act accordance with 

the principle the constantly varying exigencies life. Spirituality 
thus demands intellectuality. The spiritually minded man cannot 

uneducated. may not have great store knowledge, 

but must thoughtful, and thoughtfulness the application 
moral principles life itself education. 

But the moral problems life cannot met thoughtfulness 

alone. Virtue must become spontaneous. Action must often 

instantaneous with time for reflection and balancing arguments. 

Right action must become habit, the natural response the soul 

the situation, however suddenly arising. Such habit the product 
two influences. demands the one hand solitude and recep- 

tivity; the other, vigorous activity. cultivated meditation 
upon the highest ideals life, which find their noblest embodiment 

the life and teachings Christ and those who have walked most 

closely the footsteps the Master. calls for fellowship with 
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God prayer, rooting the personal life deep the life the 

Eternal Father. strong life must have its mystical side—its 
indefinable but real fellowship with the divine. 

But for its development such character demands activity also. 

the two relations between conduct and character—for character 
both product and cause conduct—the influence conduct 

character has been the past too little emphasized. Educators have 

done well remind that learn doing. has been rightly 

insisted that bring forth good fruit the tree must itself good. 

But has sometimes been forgotten that character without conduct 

wholly inert and valueless, and that character itself truly the 
product doing doing character. 

The establishment the principle love for one’s neighbor, 

the recognition the fact that his well-being valuable and 

deserving consideration one’s own, not theoretically beautiful 
proposition, but the ruling force one’s life, converted repeated 
doing into fixed habit and dominant impulse—this the remedy, 

the only adequate remedy, for the tendency lawlessness which 

exists wherever there liberty. This the only effective corrective, 
Will said that such remedy utopian, and that must 

find some shorter route which reach our end? true that 

the state must continue enforce law and punish law-breakers. 

true also that Christian teachers must insist, Paul did, upon 

obedience civil law imperatively demanded the principle 
love one’s neighbor. But the greater need, nevertheless, for 

character and principle that will respond such appeal; any 

corrective the evil which falls short this only healing the hurt 

the people slightly. The only adequate remedy for lawlessness 

the Christian character that developed intelligent spirituality. 
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JERUSALEM BIBLE TIMES 

PROFESSOR LEWIS BAYLES PATON, D.D. 
Hartford Theological Seminary, Hartford, Conn. 

XII. JERUSALEM NEW TESTAMENT TIMES 

spite Herod’s undertakings the general appearance the 

city remained the same had been earlier times. The southeast 
hill, Lower City, was inclosed with its original line fortifications, 

and was known the City David, the Akra. the Tomb 

David was still shown (Ant., xiii, 8:4; xvi, 7:1; 2:5; Acts 

2:29). The name Ophel still clung the region immediately south 
the Temple (War, 4:2; 6:1; vi, 6:3). The Temple stood 

the same spot Solomon’s Temple, and was defended the north 
with the wall that Solomon had built. southwest hill, Upper 

City, was still inclosed the north and west with Solomon’s wall 

(No. and the south with Hezekiah’s wall (No. 3). The ancient 
gates were still use, although their names seem have changed. 
The Mishneh, Second Quarter, added Manasseh’s second wall 

the north (No. 4), was still distinct part the city and was known 

the Fore-City Suburb Many the Old Testa- 
ment names for places the were still incommon use. Among 
these may mentioned Kidron (John 18:1; War, 6:1; 12:2; 

vi, 3:2), Gihon (Ant., vii, 14:5), Siloam (Luke 13:4; War, 

4:13 12:2; vi, 7:2; 8:5 al.), Solomon’s Pool (War, 

4:2), and the Mount Olives (Matt. 21:1; 24:3; Mark 13:3; 14:26; 

Luke 19:29, 37; 22:39; John 8:1; xx, 8:6; 

War, 2:3, the whole, Jerusalem the time 

Christ was still practically the same city that had been pre-exilic 
times, and was full interesting associations for one familiar with 

the Old Testament. Jesus walked its streets, looked down 

upon from the surrounding hills, must often have been 
reminded the kings, prophets, and psalmists ancient Israel. 

Onaccount the hostility the Jewish authorities, Jesus never 

took his abode Jerusalem. Nazareth remained his home, and 
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came the capital only for occasional visits. For this reason the 

connections the gospel history with the holy city are fewer than 

might have been expected. The first three references are the 

Temple. Luke records that when Jesus was thirty-four days 

old was brought presented the Temple with sacrifice 
pair turtle-doves according the law Lev. 12:6, and was 
blessed the aged Simeon and Anna who recognized him the long 

expected Messiah. This presentation must have taken place the 

Court the Women. probably occurred the Beautiful Gate, 

where flight steps led the Court Israel. Here the priest 
received the offerings from the mother and carried them sacrificed 

the altar. 

The second visit, narrated Luke was the feast 

Passover, when Jesus was twelve years age. this occasion 

must have entered the Court the Men Israel with Joseph, and 

have performed the ceremony which assumed the obligations 
adult Israelite. 

The third visit the one narrated John 2:13-22 immediately 

after Jesus’ first appearance teacher Galilee: 

And the Passover the Jews was hand, and Jesus went Jerusalem. 
And found the Temple those that sold oxen and sheep and doves, and the 
changers money sitting: and made scourge cords, and cast all out 
the Temple, both the sheep and the oxen; and poured out the changers’ money, 
and overthrew their tables; and them that sold the doves said, Take these 

things hence; make not Father’s house house merchandise, The 
Jews therefore answered and said unto him, What sign showest thou unto us, 
seeing that thou doest these things? Jesus answered and said unto them, Destroy 

this temple, and three days will raise up. The Jews therefore said, Forty 
and six years was this temple building, and wilt thou raise three days? 

The stalls the traders and money-changers must have been situated 

the Great, Outer Court the Temple, the Court the Gentiles, 

and were probably near the chief entrances. If, commonly sup- 
posed, the concluding words the Jews refer the literal Temple and 

not Jesus’ body, they are indication that this event occurred 

D., since the Temple was begun Herod 

The fourth visit, recorded John was the time 

unnamed feast. this occasion Jesus healed lame man the 

Pool Bethesda. previous discussion the location the Pool 
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reasons were given for holding that Bethesda 
identified with the Gihon the Old Testament, the modern Virgin’s 

Fount the Kidron Valley south the Temple. 

The fifth visit (John 7:1—10:21) was feast Tabernacles. 

Entering into the Temple taught “‘in the treasury” (John 8:20). 

The expression seems refer the large boxes with 

trumpet-shaped mouths for gathering alms that stood either side 

the Court the Women. was leaving the Temple Jesus saw 

man blind from his birth, and after anointing his eyes with clay, 

said him, ‘‘Go, wash the Pool The man went and 

washed, and returned with his eyesight restored (John Siloam 

the pool, often mentioned the Old Testament, that lay the 
mouth the Tyropoeon Valley.? 

The sixth visit (John 10:22-42) was the feast the Dedication 
winter. Jesus was walking Solomon’s Porch, the eastern cloister 

the Outer Court the Temple, when the Jews came him and 

began discuss the old subject his messianic claims. His asser- 

tion oneness with the Father enraged them that they sought 

kill him, and was compelled withdraw himself beyond the 

Jordan. 

The seventh and final visit Jesus Jerusalem was the time 

the last Passover. Palm Sunday made his triumphal entry 
into the city, coming from Bethany over the Mount Olives. The 

gate which would naturally enter the Temple would the 

eastern one. This was the Gate Shushan that lay the site the 

modern Golden Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday 

Passion Week Jesus taught the Temple. 

Wednesday rested Bethany, and Thursday once 

more entered Jerusalem eat the Last Supper with his disciples. 

The place chosen was “upper room” (Mark 14:15; Luke 22:12). 

The subsequent mention the young man who accompanied Jesus 
the Garden Gethsemane, and who left his garment the hands 

the rabble and fled naked (found only Mark 14:51 f.) suggests 

Article III, Biblical World, March, 1907, pp. 180-82. 

See Article III, Biblical World, March, 1907, pp. 179 

3See Schick, Zeitschrift des deutschen Vol. XXII (1899), 
pp. 94-101; Biblical World, August, 1907, pp. 
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that the young man was Mark the evangelist, and that the “upper 
room” was the house Mary, the mother Mark. place 

where the disciples met during the interval between the crucifixion 

and the ascension (Luke 24:33; John 20:19; Mark 16:14) Acts 

1:13 called upper room where they were abiding.” There 

reason doubt that was the same “upper room” which the Last 

Supper was eaten. “all with one accord continued stedfast 

prayer, with the women, and Mary the mother Jesus, and with 
his brethren” (Acts 1:14). Here Matthias was chosen fill the 

place Judas (Acts 1:26). Here the Spirit descended the day 

Pentecost (Acts Subsequently (Acts 12:12) are told that 

Peter, after his escape from prison, the house Mary, the 
mother John whose surname was Mark; where many were gathered 

together and were This confirms the conjecture that the 

Last Supper was celebrated the house the mother Mark, and 

shows that continued used meeting-place the infant 

church Jerusalem. Now declares that when Hadrian 

visited Jerusalem (in 132 D.), 

found the whole city cast down the ground, and the Temple God 

trodden under foot, except few buildings and the little church God the 
spot where the disciples, returning after the ascension the Savior from the 
Mount Olives, had gone the upper room; for there had been built, 
that is, the quarter Zion, the church which had survived the destruction and 
parts the building Zion. 

There difficulty supposing that memory the location the 

mother-church Christendom survived the fall Jerusalem; and that 

when the Christians returned the city, they held their assemblies 

the ancient site. The church seen Hadrian may well have been 

the lineal descendant the original church. From this time onward 

there tradition identifying the so-called Cenacu- 

lum, the southern end the western hill, with the first church 

Jerusalem and the “upper room” the disciples. this case, 

least, ecclesiastical tradition seems trustworthy, and probable 

that the Cenaculum have the genuine scene the Last Supper. 

The building now lies outside the city-wall, and the hands 
the Moslems, who call the Tomb the Prophet David. the 

Pond. Mes., xiv (ed. Dindorff, iv, 17). 
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center the complex Arab buildings are remains ancient 
Christian 

From the Last Supper Jesus went out across the brook Kidron 

the Garden Gethsemane (John 18:1). Kidron the stream 

often mentioned the Old Testament lying east the Temple, 

and the Garden Gethsemane must have been one the numerous 
olive groves that covered the western slope the Mount Olives. 
The traditional Greek and Latin Gethsemanes have ancient tra- 

dition their favor, but are doubtless substantially the correct 

position. 

the garden Jesus was arrested and was taken the palace the 

ex-high-priest Annas (John 18:12), and thence tke palace 

Caiaphas, the actual high-priest (John 18:24). Tradition finds the 
palace Annas the vicinity Herod’s and the palace 
Caiaphas little north the Cenaculum. This substantially 

correct, since the high-priests this period are known have had 

their residences the southwest hill. house Ananias, son 

Annas, was burned the same time with the Maccabean Palace 

(War, ii, 17:6). 

From Caiaphas Jesus was the Praetorium tried 

before Pilate (John 18:28 ff.; 19:9; Matt. 27:27; Mark 15:16). 

Tradition identifies this with the Castle Antonia the northwest 

corner the inclosure, but the best modern authorities are 
agreed that rather identified with Herod’s Palace. the 

Roman procurators whom have any record occupied the Palace 

when they were administering the government Jerusalem. Thus 

Sabinus was quartered here during the interval between the 

death Herod and the confirmation Archelaus xvii, 9:3; 

War, ii, 2:2). like manner Florus was stationed here. 

highly probable that was also the residence Pilate. fact, 

the description the trial Jesus bears the closest resemblance its 

local color the trial the Jews before Florus (War, ii, 
The Pavement (John 19:13) was doubtless the open place front 

Zahn, Dormitio Sanctae Virginis und das Haus des Johannes Mar- 
kus,” Neue kirchliche Zeitschrift, Vol. (1899), pp. 377 Mommert, Die Dor- 
mitio und das deutsche auf dem traditionellen Zion; Sanday, Sacred Sites 

the Gospels, pp. 77-87. 
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the Palace. this case the Via Dolorosa, leading from Antonia 

the Church the Sepulchre, must regarded 

From the Praetorium Jesus was sent Pilate Herod Antipas, 

king Galilee (Luke 23:6-12). After Judea became Roman 

province, and the procurators took possession Herod’s Palace, the 

princes the Herodian family resided the old Palace the Has- 
moneans whenever they visited Jerusalem. Here dwelt Agrippa 

D., when came try pacify the Jews xx, 8:11; 

War, ii, 16:3). also must suppose that Herod Antipas was 

quartered when visited Jerusalem the time the Passover. 

Herod Antipas sent Jesus back Pilate Herod’s Palace, and 

Pilate sentenced him death. Jesus was then led outside the city 

wall crucified (Matt. 27:32; Mark 15:20; John 19:17-20; 

Heb. 13:12), and was buried the place where was crucified” 
(John 19:41). The traditional site the crucifixion and entombment 

the Church the Holy Sepulchre the northern hill Jerusalem. 

The historical evidence for this site neither very old nor very trust- 

worthy. Eusebius’ tells that Constantine (in 326 D.) sent orders 

Macarius, bishop Jerusalem, search for the true cross. 

nowhere tells that Macarius knew tradition regard the loca- 

tion Golgotha; fact, expressly informs that the tomb 

Christ was found and later historians 

assert that the discovery the spot was miraculous. When one con- 

siders the ease with which holy places have been identified and are 
still identified interested ecclesiastics, one not sure that Macarius 

must have had the best historical evidence before gratified the 

emperor informing him that the True Cross and the Holy Sepulchre 

had been discovered. From the time Constantine onward there 
unbroken chain evidence connecting the basilica that Constan- 

tine reared over the supposed Sepulchre with the modern Church 

the Holy Sepulchre, but that does not help bridge the gap between 

Constantine and the time Christ. The traditional evidence here 

evidently very different sort from that which offered support 
ofthe Cenaculum. All that can said is, that the site the Church 

See Spiess, Das Jerusalem des Josephus, 23; Zeitschrift die 
neutestamentliche Wissenschajt, Vol. III (1902), pp. 15-22. 
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the Sepulchre lay outside the second wall the north, which 
was the outer wall the time Christ, then possible that 

marks the scene the crucifixion and entombment. more than 

doubtful, since satisfactory archaeological evidence has yet been 
produced the existence second wall the north inside the 
Church the Holy Sepulchre. 1884 Schick, the service the 

Russian Palestine Society, traced hypothetical second inside 

Photograph by L. B. Paton 

CONJECTURAL SITE GOLGOTHA 

the Sepulchre. This wall has found place number recent 

maps, but the most competent Jerusalem archaeologists are agreed 

that there proof that the masonry which Schick found ever 

belonged city wall. previous discussion the course 

Manasseh’s wall® the evidence has been presented which goes 
show that the second wall the north (No. the plan) followed 

substantially the line the present north wall the city. that 
case the site the Church the Holy Sepulchre lay inside the 

Article IX, Biblical World, September, 1907, pp. 173-78. 
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city-wall the time Christ, and, therefore, cannot the true 

scene the crucifixion and entombment.? Where the real place 

was must always remain matter conjecture. Many have thought 

that the bare rocky hill north the city, outside the Damascus gate, 

which bears singular resemblance skull, the true Golgotha, 

the where the crucifixion took place, and that 

rock-hewn tomb the foot this hill was the place burial. All 
that can said support this theory is, that this hill looks like 

skull and that lay outside the city-wall the time Christ. 

The final scene our Lord’s earthly life was the ascension. 

According Acts 1:12 this took place from the Mount Olives 

against Bethany,” Luke 24:50). This the well-known 
mountain the east side Kidron opposite the Temple. 

During the period between the death Christ and the fall Jeru- 

salem the most important architectural undertaking was the erection 

the third wall the north 40-41 Agrippa This 

wall described Josephus (War, 4:2) beginning the Tower 
Hippicus the northwest corner the Old City, running thence 

the Tower Psephinus, thence past the monument Helena, queen 

Adiabene, through the Royal Caverns, past the Fuller’s Monument, 

the northeast angle the Temple. If, have seen, the second 

wall the north must identified substantially with the present 
north wall the city, then Agrippa’s wall must sought outside 

this line. 1838 Robinson found numerous large stones that 

believed have belonged still extant the fields north Jeru- 

salem, and was able plot its course from the northwest corner 

the city the Nablus Road. Old residents Jerusalem well remember 
the time when great drafted stones such Robinson observed were 

seen the open country north. The growth the modern 

city has, however, obliterated all these remains. For distance 

third mile from the present north wall the land has been thickly 
covered with houses, and the ancient stones have been broken 

use building material. Yet, spite this work destruction, 

traces this wall still occasionally turn up, and the side cistern 

Wilson, Golgotha and the Church the Holy Sepulchre; Paton, “The 
Third Wall Jerusalem and Some Excavations Its Supposed_ Site,” Journal 
Biblical Literature, Vol. XXIV (1905), pp. 199-205. 
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east the Nablus Road and back St. Stephen’s Church three great 

drafted stones are still visible that may have belonged it. the 
strength this ‘evidence have followed Robinson plotting the 

course this wall (No. the 
The region added the city this wall was known the New 

City, and included the Bezetha quarter north the Temple. 

were situated the Camp the Assyrians, where Titus encamped after 

STONES THAT MAY HAVE BELONGED AGRIPPA’S WALL 

the capture the outer wall (War, 7:3), the Wood Market (War, 
ii, 19:4), the Wool Market, the Bazaar the Smiths, and the Clothes 

Market (War, 8:1), regard whose precise location nothing 

very definite can said. 

Other buildings the Agrippa’s wall were the 
Palace Bernice, the sister Agrippa (War, ii, 17:6), which 

Robinson, Biblical Researches Palestine, Vol. pp. 465 ff.; Merrill, 

Section Agrippa’s Wall,” Palestine Exploration Fund, Quarterly Statement, 
1903, pp. 158f.; Paton, “The Third Wall Jerusalem and Some Excavations its 

Supposed Journal Biblical Literature, Vol. XXIV (1905), pp. 
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was situated near the Palace the Hasmoneans; the Palace Helena, 

queen Adiabene, convert Judaism, who took her abode 

the southeast hill (War, 6:1; vi, 6:3); the Palace 

Monobazus, her son, the same quarter (War, the Palace 

Grapte, relative King Izates Adiabene, also the south- 

west hill, but near the Temple (War, iv, 9:11). Agrippa also 

enlarged the Maccabean Palace the addition great banquet- 

Photograph by L. B. Paton 

TOMBS THE KINGS 

hall, from which could observe all that went the Temple. 

prevent this the Jews built high wall the west side the 

Temple. Agrippa and Festus, the procurator, tried have 
removed, but Nero the request Poppaea allowed remain 

(Ant., xx, 8:11). The tomb erected Helena Adiabene for 

herself and her family lay near the third wall the north (War, 

4:2; Ant., xx, 4:3). doubtless identified with the so- 

called the Kings” near the residence the Anglican 

bishop. 
the rebellion against the Romans broke out, and 
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the siege the city was begun Titus. After long and 

stubborn resistance, which necessitated that every wall and every 
quarter the town should conquered separately, the city last 

fell September, The Temple and other principal build- 
ings were burned, and Titus gave orders that the city should razed 

the ground, except the wall inclosing Herod’s Palace, that was left 

fortress for the Roman garrison. With this event ancient Jeru- 

salem came anend. this time the life the city had been 
uninterrupted, spite all the disasters that had befallen it, and 

the thread historical tradition regard localities had not been 

severed; but after this event there was longer any continuity with 

the past. When, sixty years later, Hadrian built Aelia Capitolina upon 

the site Jerusalem, there was little left remind one the former 

city, and cne transmit the memory its greatness. Aelia was 

new city without connection with its predecessor. this point, 

accordingly, which coincides with the latest references the New 
Testament, proper that should conclude our study Jerusalem 

Bible times. 
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THE RELATION BIBLICAL SYSTEMATIC 
THEOLOGY 

ERNEST BURTON 

The University Chicago 

not many years since the term theology, used without qualifi- 

cation, was, this country least, understood mean systematic 

theology. there existed here and there chair biblical theology, 

this title did not designate different discipline from that which else- 
where was called systematic theology, but only indicated desire 

put emphasis upon the Bible the great source for theology. 
more recent years, however, following the Germans this many 

other things, have adopted the term biblical theology designate 

branch study distinct from systematic theology. many 
‘doubt the distinction between the two fields study perfectly clear, 

and any their interrelation wholly superfluous. Yet one 

constantly evidence that the relation still hazily defined 

some minds, even quarters where one would least expect 

find it. probably not instance such haziness that the 

veteran Berlin theologian, Professor Bernhard Weiss, who published 

years ago his work The Biblical Theology the New Testament, 

has recently issued entirely new volume bearing the title The 

Religion the New Testament, which endeavors set forth the 

unity underlying that diversity doctrine which his previous volume 

had exhibited. But the publication such book, which 

neither biblical theology the modern sense, nor systematic theology 

proper, the general reader likely find occasion stumbling and 

confusion thought where the line drawn between biblical 

and systematic theology. 

Moreover, fix boundary not always define relations, 

diplomats have often had occasion discover. The present article 
has been written the hope contributing somewhat clearness 

thought both these points: the line demarcation and the 

relation between two fields study, biblical theology and sys- 
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RELATION BIBLICAL SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY 419 

tematic theology. Its form, that series theses, not, the 

intention the writer least, expressive dogmatic spirit atti- 

tude toward the problem, but adopted the interest clearness 

and brevity. What here set forth may regarded hypothesis 

the validity which determined, not proving each 

proposition, but its ability whole satisfy the data the 

problem. 
Biblical theology historical science, having with 

the history biblical thought, e., the history the religious 
experience and thinking men far reflected discoverable 

from the Bible and other literature closely connected therewith. 

part the history the Hebrew people. its New Testament 

portion part the history Christianity, specifically the 

beginnings Christian thought. deals not with facts isolation 
the mere cataloguing facts, but like all history seeks out rela- 

tions, causal and influential connections. 

Systematic theology cannot defined without including 

reference its purpose. normative science the sense that 

seeks ascertain not what happened the past, but what now 

and constantly true. For however the theologian may confess that his 

interpretation the world likely superseded the thought 
those who come after him, that his work for his own generation 

and not intended bind the thought succeeding generations, yet 

what seeking the unchanging facts and possible attainments 

the realm religious experience. theology his attempt state 

the permanent realities religion. Aiming first clearness and 

correctness thought this sphere, seeks through such clear 

and correct thinking promote the development religious life. 

its specific form Christian theology concerns itself especially 

with the experience men under Christianity, finding this field 

its chief data, and aiming the development and rational control 

religious experience the Christian type. 

Systematic theology assumes that there such thing human 

religious experience, that and capable development, 

and that may developed through knowledge past experi- 

ence. its specific form Christian theology builds upon the 
conviction that Hebrew and Christian experience the large 
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exceptionally high type religious experience and therefore excep- 

tionally worthy study for the development experience. 

Biblical theology has its principal sources the books the 

Bible. Biblical criticism and biblical interpretation are prerequisites 

the successful accomplishment its task, the former determine 

the order the component elements the literature, the latter 
discover their meaning. adjuncts its work requires: 

biblical history the more external sense the word; 

contemporary history and thought far these any way 

influenced Hebrew and Christian biblical thought; and (c) psychologi- 

cal insight distinguish between testimony experience and inter- 
pretation experience, order through the latter reach the former, 

and discover possible probable connections thought. part 

because this dependence biblical upon other sciences, 

and the practical impossibility attaining completeness perfection 
these sciences, biblical theology can never more than achieve 

its aim approximately. 

Systematic theology has its only possible source human 

experience known either through the consciousness the theologian 

through credible testimony trustworthy historical record. 

Revelation exception this statement, since only enters 

into experience can become source knowledge. Even the 

incarnation exception. For incarnation means man 

whom the Spirit God dwelt all fulness, then only through 

his human experience God communicated men that they can 

learn God and his relation men. means God dwelling 

human flesh, only through human experience that that God 

can attested men God enter into communication with 

them. Historic facts are exception; for the records the past 

are either recorded experiences recorded interpretations experi- 

ence. Since this so, evident that systematic theology well 

biblical theology large measure dependent the results 

historical study. experience not all the recorded 

past, but present possession also, systematic theology only 

part dependent recorded history, while biblical theology wholly 

so. The fundamental difference, however, that biblical theology 

reaches its goal what historically true, while systematic theology 
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not systematic theology all until discovers what furnishes such 

evidence being normatively true commend itself such 

men the present. 

These preliminary definitions the two sciences and their respective 

sources bring our subject: What the relation biblical 

systematic More specifically, How does biblical theology 
make its contribution systematic theology answer: 

Biblical theology cannot make its contribution systematic 

theology the basis the assumption that all the convictions held 

those who have been, speak, the bearers the Hebrew and Chris- 

tian religious experience are true and can built upon present- 
day experience. For not only have positive and sufficient 

ground for affirming the perfect normality these experiences and 

convictions, but have positive reason for not affirming such nor- 

mality the fact that these convictions are many cases mutually 

contradictory. 

Systematic theology cannot construct its system simply from 

those things which all biblical writers are agreed, for many 

particulars precisely those things which the biblical writers 

are not agreement which most need clear convictions for 
the direction our lives. 

Systematic theology cannot assume that the movement thought 

which reflected the Bible and which the business biblical 
theology trace out and expound evolution which each suc- 
ceeding stage represents closer approximation the truth. For 

the face the facts and the evidence. would put Paul above 

Jesus and the Apocalypse above them both. would logically issue 

accepting the present-day thought the highest and making the 

study biblical thought itself unnecessary for the purpose systematic 

theology. Moreover, the stream biblical thought has times 

turned back upon itself, thought recurring earlier forms. The 

theory thus issues the coatradiction that higher than and 
higher than 

Systematic theology cannot make the convictions any single 

person group persons ultimate standard which the judg- 

ments and experiences all others are tested the norm 
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which all present-day and future experiences should conform. For 

assumes this the whole system begins assumption and 

without stable foundation. affirms this the ground evi- 

dence establishing the normative character the experiences and 

convictions this one person, then either this very process 

assumes standard outside this person comparison with which 

enabled affirm the normative character his experience 

and convictions, and that case longer the standard; 

conceives that the normality this person established 
authoritative testimony, which case again the ultimate authority 

outside this person; the normality this one person’s experi- 

ence supposed established external evidence; but im- 

possible see how any strictly external evidence can establish such 

behalf Christ, Christ and his apostles, and with most probability 

surely behalf Christ. Shall this claim based upon the super- 
natural birth? But even aside from the impossibility proving 

historically that his birth was supernatural and the fact that him- 

self based claim authority the facts respecting his origin and 

birth, impossible see how the substitution special exer- 

cise divine power for human paternity can guarantee infallible 

teaching. Then Adam, assuming for moment the point view 

the Genesis writer, doubly guaranteed infallible, for his case 

divine power takes the place both maternity and paternity. Will 
the miracles that Jesus wrought give the necessary basis? But 

ability extraordinary deeds even though they miracles the 
mediaeval definition, events contrary outside natural law, can 

prove inerrancy teaching absolute normality experience. The 

gospels record that Jesus admitted that his contemporaries wrought 
miracles, but certainly did not concede their authority religion. 

Shall the claim based his resurrection? The same answer 
must made respecting his supernatural birth. Shall rest upon 

his deity? But the New Testament forbids affirm him 

unconditioned deity, affirming that was conditioned hu- 
manity, and impossible say priori that such conditioning 

would not carry with limitation knowledge and possibility er- 

ror judgment. then the claim the total worth, 
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dignity, strength, purity, his life and teachings—what the Gospel 

John calls his glory? Then possess outside him standard 

worth, dignity, purity, and the like which try him, and 

that standard the real ultimate our thinking. 

Let observed that are not.denying Jesus infallibility 

teaching, least all affirming abnormality character. What 

affirmed that since external evidence can itself establish 
his infallibility, the very affirmation itself assumes standard 

judgment which thereby made more ultimate test than Christ 
himself. This brings recognize that— 

has himself religious experience and who able distinguish better 

from worse experience can even begin the process constructing 

system theology. dog cannot theologize unless the dog very 
different creature from what have usually supposed him be. 

non-religious man, one without religious experience and incapable 

it, might conceivably construct biblical theology, though would 

certainly greatly embarrassed the task and handicapped 

the lack sympathy and insight which personal experience alone 

could give. But such man would wholly incapable work 

systematic theology. 

man, himself the subject religious experience and knowing 

that experience capable betterment degradation, possesses 
this experience base line, yardstick, thermometer—use what 
figure you will—a criterion which may form notion the 

value other experiences, moved avoid some and aspire 
after others which has not yet himself possessed. And such appre- 

ciation turn begets experience, for appreciation itself experience. 

such appreciation the basis possibility both for betterment 

experience, and for the organized statement what makes for 

betterment. then, the beginning theology. But this 

only the beginning. For— 

10. Experiences are capable not only estimation but also inter- 

pretation explanation, and because this fact they may yield not 

only value-judgments but existential judgments also. Just 

every other field experience and knowledge, here set 
hypotheses the cause our experience. God such hypothe- 
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sis; the possibility human fellowship with him another. And 

these hypotheses test, judging them according they unify 

experience tend confusion and defeat; according the holding 

them makes for the betterment the degeneration experience. 

11. But through experience and the estimation and explanation 

also arrive turn estimates other persons and their 

theological judgments. whose experience such have 

found good, which some way akin ours yet better than ours, 

such being emulated others tends their betterment, such 

man is, judge, himself good. whose interpretations 
experience make for logical unification experience, for the better- 

ment experience those who accept them, is, judge, wise. Him 

whom have found good and wise where could test him, judge 

good and wise even when have opportunity test him. 

12. Thus arrive twofold type judgment: judg- 

ment experiences and interpretations experience our own 

experiences and interpretations experience, and judgment 

persons our judgments their experiences and judgments. And 
through this judgment persons are able again indirectly 

arrive judgment experiences and judgments. experiences 

the good man presume good, the judgments the wise 

man presume true. 
13. But the term experience must not taken narrow, 

individualistic sense. Nations have experiences well men. 

experience begun one generation may completed another, 

and its deepest meaning may wholly missed the interpreter who 

fails connect together the beginning and the end and all the inter- 

mediate steps. The sins the fathers are visited upon the children 

unto the third and fourth generation. The aspirations and hopes 
one age find fulfilment far later one. great event, such 

the Babylonian captivity, the death Jesus, becomes genera- 

tor experience and stimulus interpretation for generations 

thereafter. The theologian therefore must not narrow his vision 

experiences the interpretation experiences that begin and end 

within the soul one man even the life time generation. Nor 

can the systematic theologian limit his vision the experiences 

Israel recorded the Bible. All human experience belongs 

/ 
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him, and his field far wider than that the biblical theologian. 

Moreover the biblical field itself, the systematic theologian not 
wholly dependent upon biblical theology. For the latter does not 

strictly speaking undertake the interpretation events for itself. 

Such interpretation legitimate part the modern study the 

Bible the work the ancient prophet, and its assured results 

are legitimate material for systematic theology. But the process 
does not strictly belong biblical theology, which concerned only 

write history biblical experience and thought. 

14. This leads restatement the content systematic 

theology. composed judgments concerning what is, what 

possible, what good, the sphere religion. Its judgments are 
part existential judgments which are reached through the explana- 

tions experience and the subsequent verification these explana- 

tions. They are part value-judgments experience, which are 
reached part through observation the effect the experiences 

question, part the basis estimation the persons whose 
the experiences are, who hold the judgments. field experi- 
ence that the race. 

15. This turn brings back the problem the relation 

biblical systematic theology. The former gives orderly, 

historical account the religious experiences the men Israel, 

and the explanation these experiences which were put forth 

them, part each explaining his own, part the prophets explaining 

those others. Now this history bring experience 
our own and acquired capacity for judging experiences 

others and their explanations, may estimate each part this 

history the double test impersonal and personal judgment. 

may perhaps profitably classify our judgments, recognizing four 

classes: Judgments that experience good bad, making for 

against well-being; (b) Judgments that explanation experience 

probable improbable; (c) Judgments that person good 

bad, with corresponding probability that his experience given par- 

ticular worthy unworthy emulation; Judgments that 

person wise unwise interpreter experience with corre- 

sponding probability that his explanation judgment given 

case correct incorrect. course the terms good and bad, wise 
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and unwise, are used and recognized capable covering many 

degrees the quality which they denote. 

16. Butitis self-evident that the deeper and broader our own 

experience, the better fitted shall form trustworthy judg- 

ments concerning experiences others, concerning the interpretations 

others, and the goodness and wisdom others general. 

not less evident that the broader our knowledge the experience 
the world, and the more know the richest and best experience 

men, the more competent shall form judgments the 

sphere theology. When this add that general confession 

the Bible contains the richest record religious experience that 

the world possesses, and that biblical theology the orderly history 

this experience and its interpretations the great men Israel, 

follows that three things are prime importance for the sys- 

tematic theologian: Deep personal experience; Thorough 

knowledge the Bible; (c) Broad knowledge the history 

Christian experience and human experience general. 

17. What judgments concerning this history general, and the 

great factors particular, can one who possesses these quali- 

fications certainly shall not claim possess the neces- 

sary qualifications, but may venture sum the concurrent 

judgment those who have possessed them, may formulate the 

following 

The experience recorded the Bible exceptional character 
and pre-eminent value the generating and betterment religious 

experience. 

The judgments the prophets Israel based these experi- 

ences are varying value, but whole, exceptionally high 

order. The conception God began perhaps relatively low 

point, yet reached elevation and dignity unequaled the history 

human thought previously elsewhere when unaffected this 

thought. 

This pre-eminent experience reaches its acme Jesus Christ. 

good man the race. 

This exceptionally valuable interpretation experience also 

reachesits climaxin Jesus. the realm religion and morals, strictly 

called, has led the experience men since, and wherever put 
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the test has been verified. the realm things closely related 

religion the extent which accepted current ideas which have not 

stood the test subsequent investigation has yet determined 
with accuracy. 

For none the prophets who preceded followed Jesus can 

infallibility inerrancy claimed. preliminary test which 

establish their general standing gives them high rank among 

religious thinkers, but does not obviate the necessity testing each 

their judgments separately. 

18. the teaching the apostles must distinguish: Experi- 

ences; Explanations experience; (c) Opinions adopted from 

current thought and having direct relation their own religious 

experience. The last named, adopted opinions, may correct, but 

they are estimated view their origin. Their own explana- 

tions experience have the value that belongs them the explana- 

tions that commended themselves intelligent and godly men who 

had themselves had the experiences. The experiences may 

ourselves estimate and explain the best light possess. 

19. studying the teaching Jesus necessary not only 

make the distinctions named the preceding section, but also dis- 

tinguish the teaching from the record it. The latter may really 
later than the former and reflect conceptions quite different from 

those Christ himself. 

20. estimating values, account must taken of: The source 

opinion explanation experience; (b) The author’s own 

valuation the elements his thought; (c) The general weight 

value the prophet teacher; (d) The verification the opinion 

judgment subsequent history experience. These principles 

may illustrated Paul’s eschatology. ascertain that this 
element his thought was derived from current Jewish thinking 

directly through the medium primitive Christianity, and then 

ascertain that the Jewish circles which originated was the 

product free imaginative speculation, with only its basis their 

faith God, this will properly enter into our valuation it. 
judge that himself attached little value accepting it, but holding 

with rather loose grip, the case, g., with his theory the 

origin sin Adam, will come with correspondingly less 
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that weight, whatever is, which attach just because man 

his deep experience and keen thought held it. subsequent his- 

tory has wholly discredited the non-occurrence the events 

which anticipated, this fact must course enter into our valuation 

both this particular doctrine and the men who held it. 
the other hand, Paul’s doctrine faith found 

immediate product the apostle’s profoundest experience, him- 
self made central his own thinking and religious life, our estimate 

his thinking the purely religious sphere justly high one, the 

acceptance this doctrine others has vindicated the effect 

their lives, our estimate Paul’s doctrine faith will very different 

from that which have suggested for his eschatology. Numerous 
other illustrations might given, as, for example, the Logos doctrine 

John, Paul’s doctrine the eventual salvation all Israel, 

baptismal regeneration, and the like. 
21. Our whole position may summed the statement that 

biblical theology furnishes genetic account the religious experiences 

and judgments that race which has had the richest religious experi- 

ence and the greatest interpreters such experience any race 

earth. Systematic theology derives from most valuable data 
what experiences are possible men and women and the conditions 

their occurrence; estimates the value these experiences and 

that the judgment these interpreters, criticizes opinions the 

basis their source, their author’s estimate them, and their veri- 

fication the experience the race, and organizes the result 
systematic statement normative truth with view the further 

development the religious experience men. 
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ANCIENT MONUMENTS THE LOUVRE MUSEUM 

ILLUSTRATIVE BIBLICAL HISTORY 

IRA MAURICE PRICE 
The University Chicago 

The Bible oriental book. has come down from 

ancient oriental times, and full the spirit those times. The 

characters who live and move through its pages were citizens 
denizens ancient provinces, kingdoms, empires. They were 
parts the life and activity their days. They were imbued with 

the same spirit and were ambitious for the same power their 
neighbors. 

The Hebrews were merely one the small peoples who occupied 

territory the east coast the Mediterranean Sea. But their 

location was central that every land journey from Syria, Assyria, 

Babylonia Egypt, and vice versa, passed through Palestine. 

Such contact with traveling cardvans between Asia and Africa gave 
the Hebrews information about those remoter nations. also 

perpetuated among them many the religious ideas and customs that 

ran counter the teachings Israel’s religious leaders. 

But the most striking external influence these great nations 

those days upon the people Israel was wielded the realm 

politics. The Israelites were not strong enough withstand the 

encroachments any one these peoples, such Egypt, the Hittites, 

Assyria, and Babylonia. The territory Israel was bone con- 

tention among the monarchs those nations for many centuries. 

one time was under the sway Egypt, another under that 
Assyria, another under Babylon. 

These international contacts Israel are described the Old 

Testament with varying degrees fulness. Sometimes have 

merely hint, for example, the case Ahab’s release Benhadad 

the battle Aphek Kings the possible supremacy 

some approaching world-power (Shalmaneser II). other times, 

the suzerainty the outside ruler confirmed the exactions 
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tribute paid the suffering Hebrews (II Kings 15:19, 20). Again, 

the Hebrews are merely province colony under the imperial 

sway some world-power, after the return from exile, when Persia 
held the scepter. 

These close relationships Israel and her neighbors are not 

unnoticed the records some her sovereign lords, and others. 

These mentionings, however, were not known until the last century, 

when explorers and excavators began examine and dig into the 

remains the civilizations the long-ago vanished nations south- 

western Asia and Egypt. The ruins those dead peoples have 

yielded great quantities antiquities for the reconstruction 

ancient history, history hitherto merely conjectured enveloped 

the fogs tradition myth. Here and there this mass 

material discover hints, allusions to, and direct mentionings of, 

the Israelites, and their relations their overlords suzerains. 

congratulate ourselves today that many our great national, 

municipal, and private museums possess some these old monu- 

ments, and have mounted them that they are readily accessible 

the public. The largest number those that immediately illustrate 

the history the Israelites found the British Museum, London. 

Some the best these have been already described this journal 

Rev. Johns, Probably the next richest 

collection that the Louvre Paris. 
The first explorer reward the munificence the French govern- 

ment with collection Assyrian antiquities was Botta (1842-45), 

who uncovered the palace Sargon c.) Khorsabad. 

Since that day many French explorers Asia and Egypt have made 

large returns their government, and have greatly enriched the 

treasures the Louvre. Among these antiquities find some 

that concern every student the Old Testament. They touch the 

law, history, politics, and religion the Jews several periods 
history, and are admirable specimens ancient civilization and art. 

The periods history which are illumined the monuments 

the Louvre are mainly the oldest and youngest eras pre-Christian 

times. other words, the oldest antiquities, touching 3800 

2000 C., are relatively numerous and valuable. embrace such 

Biblical World, Vol. pp. ff. 
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remains statues, 

bricks, etc., which reveal 

wonderful way the advance 

already made the art 

writing and sculpture. The 

great “find” the French 

government, this class 

antiquities, was made 
Telloh lower Babylonia. 

Since 1878, work has been 

carried intermittently 
this place, and has yielded 

storehouse stupendous sur- 

prises for every student 
early Babylonian history and 
art. The material results 

excavation this site have 

added the Louvre scores 

and hundreds invaluable 

documents, nearly dozen 

statues cut black diorite 

stone, friezes, frescoes, and 
numerous other patterns. 

The second period which 

the Louvre possesses the largest 

display antiquities that 

Sargon (722-705 C.). 

The work Botta Khor- 

sabad, already 

has made the Assyrian sec- 

tion the museum especially 

rich and valuable. The four 

immense colossi which are 

built into the north and south 

walls the Assyrian room are 

justly the pride that de- 
partment. 

MONUMENTS THE LOUVRE MUSEUM 

Fic. STELE HAMMURABI 
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The third period most largely represented antiquities the 

Louvre the Persian. The work Dieulafoy and Morgan 
Susa, since 1884, has yielded many tons material inestimable 

value for the reconstruction this late period Israel’s history. 

Now let take glance some the more important monu- 

ments found the collections the Louvre, whose figures contents 

relate them some phase Old Testament study. 

The first and oldest monument that character little tablet 

attributed Arioch Ellasar. This ruler was called Rim-Sin, 

and was Elamite who probably lived about 2285 His 

kingdom was later absorbed into the territory conquered and held 
Hammurabi. His mention Gen., chap. 14, locates him one 

the four allies who made war the five kings the valley 

the Dead Sea. 

Probably the climactic find the French explorers was the 

discovery (in Susa the stele founder 

the united Babylonian empire about 2250 B.c. appears that 

this piece black diorite (Fig. 1), nearly eight feet high, had been 

carried off from Babylonia the Elamites trophy victory and 

deposited their capital city and fortress. The interest that pos- 

sesses for the Old Testament lies the fact that codification 

laws current the days Hammurabi, and that many these 

closely resemble the laws the Pentateuch. This one remarkable 

monument with its more than 247 laws intact will furnish materia] 

for the study and investigation the Pentateuch for many years 

come. 
Another prize that one finds the Louvre the Moabite Stone 

(Fig. 2). The story its discovery Dibon, east the Jordan, 

1868, its almost total destruction the hands the natives, and 

its rescue, restoration, and installation this museum, one the 

most thrilling bits archaeological adventure found literature. 
Its mention Omri, king Israel, who maintained his authority 

over the Moabites, recorded this stone, about 850 gives 

double interest from historical point view. Its language, too, 

almost, not entirely, Hebrew, ancient Hebrew that, written 

primitive characters, and expressed the use primitive idioms. 

Described the writer the Biblical World, Vol. XXIV, 468 ff. 
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Cuts this now famous stone are found almost every up-to- 

date teachers’ Bible. all such reproductions the blurred rough 

places mark the original stone, and the smooth, clear-cut characters, 

those restored with the use 

breaking-up the original 

the natives the land 

Moab. 

The Moabites had close 
relationships, both racially 
and locally, with the 

Hebrews. They went 

war against each other 

with little provocation, and 
never tired harassing 

each other’s country. The 

Louvre possesses little 

Moabite warrior, found 

the land Moab the 

Duc Luynes 1854. 

conveys 

idea how these hardy 

nomads, these shepherds 

the eastern highlands 

Palestine, armed themselves 

Fic. MOABITE WARRIOR for battle. remember 
how sturdily they main- 

tained their land and cities against all intruders. was the use 

just such warriors the one the accompanying illustration, 

that Moab was long able withstand the sword and the 

invasions her neighbors. 

more than one period Israel’s history they and the Phoenicians 

were familiar terms, both commercial and political. The land 
Phoenicia, accessible all the great nations, took precautions 

defend itself from its possible foes. Among the small bronzes the 
Louvre there one which represents Phoenician soldier (Fig. 4). 

squeezes taken before the 
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stands erect, beardless, and has pointed helmet his head. 

His arms are raised they had originally grasped some weapon. 

The middle his body protected coat mail, and his bearing 

that one ready attack enemy. 

But one the choicest prizes the Louvre that splendid collec- 

tion Assyrian monuments which represents one the results 

the work Botta the mound 

Khorsabad near the site old Nineveh 
(1842-45). The two end walls the 
Assyrian room rest each the backs 

two monolithic colossi which were 

brought from Khorsabad, from the palace 

Sargon II. This was the king who 

conquered Samaria 722 and 

carried off the 

27,290 them, and distributed them 

throughout the cities Assyria and 

Media. The magnificence his reign 

culminated the erection 

tion one the most gorgeous palaces 

the East, represented the frontis- 

piece, restoration, the basis the 

finds and measurements, architect. 

Each entrance this royal palace was 

guarded several these tremendous 

colossi, representing the combined powers 

bull, eagle, The entire PHOENICIAN SOLDIER 

structure covered area about twenty- 

five acres and was securely fortified battlemented walls and turrets. 

Within the ruins this palace were found large numbers inscriptions 
and bas-reliefs illustrative the reign Sargon. The French govern- 

ment admirably recognized the value these discoveries publish- 

ing five folio volumes the results Botta’s work, under the title, 

Monument Ninive. 

The last years the decline and fall the Hebrew Kingdom 

are sparsely illustrated the Louvre. Among the bronze statu- 

ettes find, however, one that represents sphinx Hophra (588- 
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569 the king Egypt who succeeded enticing Zedekiah 

Judah join league against Nebuchadrezzar, king the Chaldeans. 

This revolt the part the Hebrew king, response the bland- 

ishments Hophra, brought about the final siege and destruction 

Jerusalem 586. 

But the periods which fairly gleam with new light from the Orient 

are those represented the ruins Susa, the ancient capital the Ela- 

The stupendous work the Dieulafoys (1884-86), and since 
that time Morgan, has filled several rooms the Louvre. 

The particular things that interest the Bible student, aside from the stele 

Hammurabi, already mentioned, pertain the times the Persian 

kings. ruins that old city yielded bricks, burnt and glazed, 

statuettes, columns, capitals, frescoes, and mass other antiquities. 

There were more beautiful objects discovered than the glazed 

bricks different colors, which, when put together, completed 

picture the gorgeously arrayed bodyguard Darius Hystaspes 

(521-484 B.C.). recalled that this Darius supported the 
Jewish colony Palestine that the second temple was completed and 

The excavators Susa have concluded that the most noteworthy 

result their work was the uncovering the remains the palace 
Queen Esther, called the Apadana. admirable are its pro- 

portions, and regal its appointments that the authorities the 

Louvre have spared pains reproduce one the Persian 

rooms the characteristic features this palace. sample capital 

has been erected short section column, and model the 

entire palace has been reproduced the basis its architectural 
proportions (Fig. 5). 

the same room find another scene that fills one with admira- 
tion for the artistic skill the Persians. portion the frescoe 

one the sides the palace presents glazed bricks various colors. 

Within this area, imitation bas-relief, but with appropriately 
colored bricks, they constructed row lions the march, each with 

his mouth open and his tail carried the defiant position. When 

consider how many the lion plays the Old Testament, repre- 
senting peoples, nations, and even Jehovah himself, these figures 

from the days Queen Esther, set forth such artistic forms, 

possess double interest for students the Bible. 
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SOCIAL DUTIES 

CHARLES RICHMOND HENDERSON 
The University Chicago 

CHAPTER VII. SOCIAL DUTIES NEGLECTED CHILDREN 

read the Bible with our eyes open its meaning gain 

strong conviction that God cares for children. Nowhere literature 

are there more touching and commanding words than those which 

Jesus claims the protectorate all the little ones earth the name 
the Heavenly Father. walk through the streets 

town, visit factories where children are employed, hospitals 
where the victims sin languish, are startled and awakened 

the spectacle wrongs done the innocent and helpless. But before 
large community comfortable people can actually made observe 
and think, many must personally annoyed, vexed, injured, 

shocked some inhuman barbarity. Without standards judg- 

ment kind persons have actually visited work-places and prisons where 

young persons have been ruined health and morals without being 

shocked, because they did not understand the consequences such 
conditions. For centuries Christians have permitted immature 
persons the million bear prematurely the burdens long days 

toil simply because they thought was only natural and inevitable. 

More than century agitation Christian England was necessary 

abolish legally the employment boys sweeping out the long, 
crooked, suffocating chimneys, which many were murdered after 

brutal tortures. Even tragic facts not always move good men 

act until they are induced trace out the full consequence social 

neglect. Observation feeble and blind without imagination and 

judgment applied the entire situation. The evils child abuse 

sometimes require several generations gradual degeneration 

reveal themselves; and the very moment child being destroyed 

may gay and buoyant. The dead tell tales, and fresh victims 

conceal the insidious effects social wrong. one hopelessly 

blind who will not see and who curses the philanthropists for 
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interfering with profit human lives. And where there profit 
oppression the speechless and cost their redemption the great 

mass the public slow move. Hence they who undertake 
right the wrongs childhood must delve below the surface pear- 

ances, must gather facts from all sources, must see the entire situation 

all its play causes and effects. 

DISCOVERY SIGNIFICANT FACTS 

Bible class may render service Christ taking such study 

the state; but its members must about the quest for facts with 

intelligence. 

groping the dark discovers nothing; 
our inquiry must systematic and directed the subject. who 

looking for flowers finds them; who seeks shells goes the beach; 

the deer-hunter travels the forest glades; the fisherman casts his 

bait the stream. 

must look for the all cities consid- 
erable size may found unscrupulous men and women who keep 

so-called hospitals, baby-farms, where young unmarried mothers 

take refuge hide their shame and then give over their unwanted 

babes into the hands harpies who let them die slow starvation 

hasten death with drugs. miserable people are Germany 
grimly called because they are supposed send 
many innocents heaven short route. these secret places 

cities are often found betrayed girls from distant villages and country 

places; for not all human sin originates cities. Many neglected 

infants remain with ignorant and often careless parents. Ignorance 
and extreme poverty are usually the cause neglect and death 

infants poor married people. Usually the mother loves her babe. 

remain with her, but destitution makes one hopeless and almost 

relieved when the little one passes away and there one less mouth 

feed. 
Those who seek may find parents who are actually cruel; who 

hire their children out wandering beggars send them the street 

sell papers wintry nights and beat them they return without 

money. Many are hot-tempered and strike their children through 

caprice, while alcohol benumbs the moral sense and lets loose the 
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beast man. Children treated become vagabonds, beggars, 

thieves, and prostitutes. 
have already spoken young children sent too early 

work factories before education advanced, the bones strong, the 

muscular development complete. 

may also find defective children—the crippled, blind, deaf. 
Here and there every state are the abnormal—feeble minded, 

idiots, imbeciles, epileptics. 

How are extend our knowledge beyond the narrow bounds 

personal may travel other places and widen 

the area observation, may send inquirers. fact, however, 

this not necessary, for the government now making investigation 

which will bring out most the essential facts throughout the nation; 

and such noble philanthropies the Sage Fund will follow these 

wide investigations with very careful and minute studies particular 

localities. 

REFERENCES 

Statistics, Bureau the Census, 1905. 
Child Labor the United States, Bulletin 69, Bureau the Census, 1907. 
Insane and Feeble-minded Hospitals and Institutions, Bureau the 

Census, 1904. 
John Spargo, The Bitter Cry the Children, 1906 (with many 

With the help all these sources information the student 
social duties who will have ground for independent judgment must 

consider, fully possible, all the facts relating neglected children 

the neighborhood, state, nation. The next step study 
with all completeness the causes the conditions discovered; that is, 

what there the situation, earnings, habits, surroundings the 

families which has led such cruelty and harm. also necessary 

consider the consequences neglect: the preventable mortality 

infants, the crippling and dwarfing body, the want education 

for life, the suffering which comes from thwarted desire children 

play and happy without too early care, the consequent loss vigor, 

earning power, and disposition labor later years, and the revolt 
against social order which inevitably arises where childhood nothing 
but misery and grind. Such reflections upon facts observed learned 

from any reliable source will surely start desire know what good 
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people have learned experience the best methods curing the 
evil and preventing the wrong. this now turn attention. 

The man science believes law, not chance, fate, guesswork, 

blundering without guidance principles. Kind intentions are not 

substitute for knowledge; gentle emotions are not full equipment 

for the service neglected childhood. During hundreds years 
philanthropic activity the world has discovered certain methods 

dealing with such needy ones and has learned that other methods 

are harmful and Success not matter accident 

but scientific method carried out competent and earnest adminis- 

trators. What are examples such principles guidance 

PRINCIPLES AND METHODS CARE NEGLECTED CHILDREN 

here taken for granted that every child has right condi- 

tions favorable health, education, morality, and, therefore, food, 

play, parental love, maintenance, and good example. every child 

has such rights then society has duty enforce them against the 

failure parents supply the place parental maintenance and 

education where these for any reason fail. The old English law 

more less clearly implied this obligation and provided, though 
imperfectly, for the supervision children. deny this social 

obligation would dissolve the moral bond itself. this duty 

the community cannot made clear none can. The best method 

discoverable the form the social duty; expresses the moral 

law for conduct this field. may here give some examples 
such principles, and the student can find the proof their wisdom 

and soundness the works reference cited. 
Principles relating neglected universally taught 

the competent authorities that the mother who can should 

give her babe its natural nourishment, for thereby, the average, 

the chances life are greatly increased. extreme cases, where 

nature’s provision fails insufficient, cows’ properly prepared 
and pure, may fed under careful medical advice. carry out 

this principle various organizations have been effected. Societies 
have been formed encourage mothers nourish their own infants; 

and where the mothers must out work these societies pay 

pension enable her perform her duty home. great cities 
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the government inspects the dairies and places sale prevent the 
distribution milk which owing the presence hurtful bacteria 

lack nutritious elements more poison than food. move- 
ment supervise the milk supply large towns came none too soon, 

for the slaughter innocents went with ferocity beside which 

the murder children Herod was mercy. Philanthropy has 
established associations trained nurses who from house house 

giving instruction mothers relation the methods preserving 

the lives and vigor their children. Ignorance more frequently 

the cause disease and death than cruelty carelessness. Physi- 

cians have also opened free dispensaries for poor mothers supply 
them with artificial food, where necessary, and teach mothers 
how maintain the life and energy the young citizens. Experience 

has shown that will not leave this delicate task the ignorant 

impulses poor mothers. The pity that young women 

frequently once from factory and shop wifehood and 

motherhood without ever having any instruction the preserva- 

tion their own health the care infants. Such information 
they pick chance from mothers and midwives often 

misleading. 

The method helping the infants unmarried mothers must 

studied. First all, asylum should afforded such unfortunate girls 

their hour misery. Experience has shown that usually un- 
married mother will take refuge and care for her babe she not 

unduly exposed shame. She ought taught that abandon 

the babe equivalent multiplying the probabilities its death; 

desertion murder; she should nurse her babe for one year least. 

Whether after that she should have the control the child must 

depend her nature, education, character, and Good 

homes can generally found for such young mothers they are able 

and willing household work. open door refuge for the 

disgraced and terrified girl, victim passion, folly, and wickedness, 

prevents despair and suicide infanticide, proves that the pity 

Christ the fallen reality, and opens vision merciful God. 
Vice brings such very severe punishment and the sinner needs not 

further rebuke and unpitying retribution. that without sin 

let him first cast stone her.” any case the infant innocent 
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and has full right social protection—just right the off- 

spring lawful marriage. infancy sucha child has right proper 
physical care, and when grows has right free from humilia- 
tion and ostracism which only too often visited the helpless 
victim sin irrational public opinion. 

Principles governing the right treatment children morally 

abandoned cruelly ingenious and inventive 

ways torture. Sometimes cruelty seen partial starvation, 

administering doses drugs keep the still, sometimes 

whipping and beating with physical injury. The animal wants may 

met fairly well, and yet the soul the young creature may assailed 

odious and defiling examples uncleanness, profanity, theft, 

riot; and that means morally abandoned. all such cases 

each community ought provide protection humane societies, 

juvenile courts backed laws which provide punishment for parents 

who contribute their neglect the downfall their offspring. 

Here again the best-known method the standard social duty. 

recent years this obligation the state has been more clearly. 

expressed compulsory-education laws, according juvenile 
courts the power call before them not merely the delinquent child, 

but parents and other adults who any way have contributed to. 

the moral hurt the child. parents are shown too poor 
give adequate maintenance and supervision their children then 

the community ought, through public private charity, supply 

what essential. 
Principles regulating suitable care defective children— 

Social statistics the blind, deaf and crippled are means com- 

plete and satisfactory, but they reveal very serious number these 

classes all countries. Blindness has many causes, some them 

diseases which can traced the sins fathers. many forms 
loss sight due accident and sickness. Deafness also due 

many causes, some them preventable. Crippled children are 

those who have weak spines hip disease, are victims violence 

and accidents. 
The first principle for social duty prevention, where causes are 

known; and the next cure, the extent which this possible. 

Surgery and medicine are doing wonders for all these unfortunates, 

‘ 
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and cure not possible, life thousands cases least made 
tolerable and useful. 

the education the blind and the deaf have technical 

problems too complex discuss here. There 

treatises methods the deaf and the blind 

communicate with each other and with the outside world. The stories 
Laura Bridgman and Helen Keller are full encouragement and 

interest. Boarding-schools are provided most states for deaf and 
for blind children. But has been found that many both classes 

may taught ordinary schools special teachers, and without 

sending them away from home. far this possible, cities, 

has the advantage that the children are not deprived home and 

its natural affections and care, necessary development charac- 
ter. also advantage that the children early learn take care 

themselves and live independently mixed society. 
Duty the community abnormal human being 

who cannot educated and trained capable of-self-support and 
self-control, reason imbecility, idiocy, epilepsy, insanity, should 

for his own happiness, for the sake the family, and for the protection 

society, placed and maintained cottage homes separate 

villages apart from all other human beings, under the gentle but firm 

care teachers, physicians, and superintendents. They cannot 

succeed competition with normal children, and the attempt 
brings nothing but misery, poverty, and humiliation. These isola- 

tion colonies should arranged and administered that when the 

children grow youth and maturity they will not permitted 

marry have children their own. Boys and girls must 
kept separate places. With proper surgical treatment, which 

painless and harmless, and even necessary their health, they will 

never under any circumstances become parents similar miserable 

creatures. 

Epileptic children and adults are unlike idiotic persons that they 

ought never placed with them; special villages epileptics are 
now established the most advanced states, and also colonies the 

feeble minded. ‘The mode life and the treatment these two classes 
unfortunates dissimilar that impossible properly care 

for them under the same administration. 
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Every human being has right the most complete education 
which can receive, and therefore the duty the state provide 

means for such education, and appoint competent and specially 

trained teachers and physicians for this task. 

TOPICS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION 

Members the class may wish pursue these subjects still farther, 

and means the books cited references they will able 

so. Such topics these may considered and discussed: 

What are the physical conditions defective and abnormal children 

all the classes mentioned 
What causes have been work produce these defects 
Are any these causes capable being diminished removed, and 

what means and methods 

What are the best methods educating children these various special 
schools 

there need having special classes the community where members 
the class reside 

Are school physicians nurses appointed your school authorities 
examine little children when they enter school and discover whether they are dis- 
eased, defective, feeble minded, too slow and stupid keep with others classes 
and exposed jest and insult other children? any attempt made 

treat children who are made stupid growths the nose (adenoids), obstructions 
hearing, defects vision, which might corrected proper treatment? Are 

there children who have crooked backs deformed feet who might made 
stronger treatment hospital and proper apparatus? you corps 

district nurses moving about among the poor discover children thus affected 

with deformity disease long before they are discovered school authorities 

Have the physicians established schools where mothers can taught how 
feed and bathe their infants, and all ways rear them health and strength 

you know any little children with flat deformed feet who might made 

whole taken hospital while their bones are pliable 
Has your state provided colonies for the feeble minded and for epileptics 

Where are they? What governing them? Are they able accommodate 

all for whom admission sought? Can you help improve conditions this point 

Attention must here called methods dealing with chil- 

dren crowded neighborhood, even villages and towns whcre 

idle groups are left their own resources and are almost sure get 

into mischief. safe principle act upon that every child should 
kept busy every waking minute. Indeed every healthy child will 

take care busy something. old proverb hits the truth: 

. 
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idle mind the devil’s workshop. But hands busy with destruction 
may also dig the grave character. Children must have room 

grow; hill corn must have space produce grains, and civic 
virtue will not flourish sand lot covered with dirty cans and refuse. 

Boys and girls cannot thrive health morality their only play- 

ground the street alley, and they are left without older persons 

teach them how play. 

now know that regulated, supervised, educational play 
nature’s way character-building. plays and games the 

human race first learned work. child who never has free 

chance jump, spring, shout, laugh, compete, dance, run, throw, 

swim, shoot, wrestle, box, build and make things, can never develop 

all faculties. 
Homes the poor are too crowded for all the play children require, 

and parents seldom have the leisure knowledge teach 
children how play. Policemen are still more unfit; not their 

business. Playgrounds must provided the community, one 

playgrcund for every schoolhouse least, where children 

love’s holy earnest pretty play, and get not over-early solemnized.” 

When children school age are not school home, let them 

with wise teachers who know how make play path produc- 

tive work the sound laughter and music. Play directors have 

already formed national association and are establishing special 

normal schools for training teachers for this new and desirable form 

cducation. Long ago Froebel with his kindergarten revealed the 

value play education, but his ideas are now extended direc- 

tions and ways which did not dream. 
Boys and girls like use tools and enjoy the triumph skill 

making pretty and useful articles. Art classes drawing and color 

are attractive. Almost any occupation, except reading 

books, can with healthy and vigorous children made play. 

Part the time there should play,” with marbles, tops, 

ball, without any direct drill useful purpose; enjoyment itself 

useful, all beauty is. games, properly supervised sympa- 

thetic teachers, children are socialized, civilized, Christianized; they 

and patient, and bravely take hard knocks without whimpering. 
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THE GOSPEL JOHN FROM THE STANDPOINT 

GREEK TRAGEDY 

REV BUTLER PRATT 
Springfield, Mass. 

The purpose this article is, not prove that the Gospel John 

Greek drama, consciously modeled and arranged 

with reference the dramatic unities, but present evidence that 

there close parallelism form and method between and the 
great Greek tragedies. 

discussion the date, authorship, and object the gospel lies 

beyond our present purpose; but few generally accepted char- 

acteristics the gospel may noted introductory. The Fourth 

Gospel different from the Synoptics both method and style. The 

method subjectively rather than historically controlled; the style 

dramatic not historical. not the story the life the Man 

Nazareth, but highly subjective presentation the supernatural 
Christ. not the purpose this gospel give full account 

the earthly ministry Jesus. silent coneerning his work, 

save few special occasions which illustrate the theme announces. 

Whole months are passed over silence. The events only little 
over twenty days are recorded any detail, and every case they 
are presented from special point view best stated the author’s 

own words, are written that may believe that Jesus the 

Christ the Son God and that believing may have life his 

name” (20:31). The book originated Asia Minor atmos- 
phere surcharged with Greek speculative thought, and reflects 
early effort adapt Christianity new conditions. Gnosticism was 

spreading. Speculation concerning Jesus and his work was rife. 

states that the gospel was written counteract the teachings 

Cerinthus, who true gnostic fashion separated God from the world- 
maker, whom made subordinate intermediate being. Cerinthus 

also distinguished the earthly being Jesus from the heavenly Messiah 

who descended upon the man Jesus his baptism and became the 
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Word incarnate. opposition this theory, and modification 

Philo’s doctrine the Logos the intermediary between God and 

the world, John asserted that Word was God” and that the 

Word Jesus became flesh, thesis which sought prove 

reference his earthly life. from this standpoint that the gospel 

should studied. The prologue states that that Word, who Jesus 

became incarnate, was pre-existent, the creator the world, the 

life men. The subsequent narrative based upon these presup- 

positions, which give unique character this gospel. 

brief reference the general characteristics the Greek tragedy 

will assist the reader the special standpoint this paper. From 
the first, Greek tragedy had religious significance. began with the 

worship Dionysos, and grew out the choral song and dance which 

accompanied his festivals, but came the means presenting the 

noblest traditions the nation and the grandest themes human 

thought. The great Greek tragedies were not mere entertainments. 

They were, rather, serious productions, expressing the convictions 

the national conscience, the hopes and fears the profoundest 

minds grappling with the mysteries life. They were presented 

the great religious festivals and voiced all that was noble and uplift- 
ing Greek life. They were earnest attempts reveal God 

moral purpose history, explain the meaning providence. Thus 

tragedy, longer confined trifling local myths the mad orgies 

and ecstasies the worship Dionysos, became the nearest approach 
Bible which Greece produced. Aristotle’s saying that the motive 

tragedy was purify the feelings and passions the exalted exer- 

cise them, certainly true the works Aeschylus and Sophocles. 

The mysteries fate, sin and judgment, suffering and atone- 

ment, human frailty and struggle, divine justice, are here treated 
way command our own serious attention. 

the actual presentation Greek tragedy there was first little 

the way stage setting and almost acting, our modern 

sense. long there was only single actor, who was often the 

poet himself, merely related events which occurred elsewhere. 
chorus always assisted. Aeschylus said have introduced 

second actor, and Sophocles, third, thus making possible act 

events the theater itself, although the acting was the simplest 
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sort. Yet this simplicity deepened the effect upon the mind and 

heart those who saw and heard. Much the action, such 

battles, etc., did not take place the stage itself but was recounted 
The stage was the place for soliloquy, debate, plotting, 

and pleading, for the whole range humanemotions. ‘The ponderous 

mask and buskins precluded much movement facial expression. 

The appeal was made directly the intellect and emotions through 

the medium song and speech. Those who have witnessed one 
these masterpieces presented modern actors can form 

ception the deep emotion which must have held Greek audience 

with breathless interest when originally produced. The weirdness, 

the sense mighty power moving resistless its appointed goal 

despite the effort the mightiest kings and warriors, brings one face 

face with life’s strange reversals and unfathomed mysteries. 

there any evidence that there relationship between these 

creations Greek genius and our Fourth Gospel? According the 
traditional view the apostle John was, for about twenty-five years, 

resident the Greek cities Asia Minor. was daily contact 

with Greek influences. wrote his gospel atmosphere filled 

with Greek conceptions life. made use the Greek language 

expressing his thought. must have known much concerning 

Greek customs The great theaters, like the one Ephesus, 

which was the alleged home the apostle for years, were certain 

attract attention. Greek converts Christianity would very natur- 

ally refer the dramas which profoundly influenced the national 

life and through them may easily have known something the 

works Sophocles and Euripides. unreasonable suppose that 

he.looked back over the more than half-century which had elapsed 

since the crucifixion his Master and pondered upon the mysteries 

Jesus’ earthly life and death, upon his vast and growing significance 

for the whole world, and then faced the speculative heresies which 
were denying that Jesus was what the disciple conceived him be, 

John would, half unconsciously, have reflected something the spirit 

Greek tragedy his story the struggle and fate Jesus? 

the author was, many scholars think, not John the disciple, but 

unknown Christian the second century, the possibility—may 

not say the probability—of this personal contact with the Greek 
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drama either case all but certain that our author 

knew somewhat concerning the great masterpieces literature that 

appealed deeply the Greek world. 
Coming directly the evidence the gospel itself that 

spirit closely akin Greek tragedy, note first all that the 
similar. “The subject uppermost the teaching Aeschylus 

the relation Man, God, and Fate.” The same essentially 

true the dramas Sophocles and Euripides. Fate, however, was 
not regarded mere caprice. While man’s destiny involved mystery, 

had moral significance. Eternal justice was back ofall. Gods and 
men move meet its decrees. The closing lines Oedipus 

Coloneus sum the Greek conception these words: 

For know, ’tis all 

Decreed fate, and all the work Heaven. 

The theme the Gospel essentially the superhuman its 
play upon the human, and the crime and folly men refusing 

accept the divine, receive the light. stated the 

presentation the world the divine Word made flesh, its savior 

and his rejection the Jews, “his came, not his 

own will but the will the Father that sent him (6:38). Through- 

out the gospel this relation between natural and supernatural main- 

tained (cf. 1:51; 13:1). 

The gospel begins with prologue which not only 

the theme stated, but the issue forecast. Light comes into the world, 
but not apprehended. Euripides begins each play (save the 

Aulis, which seems have been incomplete the poet’s 

death) with prologue which makes known his audience the 

events which lead the play and frequently outlines what 
follow. Aeschylus the Persians employs the chorus for similar 
purpose. brings the consideration the prominent part 

played Greek tragedy the chorus. Throughout the presentation 

the play, pauses the acting, the chorus sang lyrical poems, 
having reference the subject, often way suggestion rather 

than direct explanation, and serving give color and setting the 

thought and also render more effective the impression produced 

the spoken parts. Praise Athens,” Oed. Col. 1:9, and the 
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Prayers the Supplicants.) Frequently also the choral parts the 

dialogue proper explained the audience the meaning the events 

presented, and many the plays ended with chant the chorus 
which the moral given point. There are several passages the 

gospel which serve the same general purpose the chorus. Besides 

the prologue compare 3:31 ff., 12:37 ff., and 20:30, 31. 

The discourses Jesus remind one the passages the Greek 

plays which one character speaks great not 
familiar, conversational manner, but exalted, poetical vein. 

Monologues, like those Prometheus, Creon, Ajax, etc., which 

these characters voice the age-long hopes and fears and passions 

the human soul, may compared with and chap. 17. 

The action the gospel drama centers the oppo- 

sition the Jews Jesus, culminating his crucifixion. the 

hero the tragedy moves his fate, often impelled forces 

beyond his control, the gospel represents Jesus borne the 

divine will his cross. The prologue contrasts those that “received 

him not” and those that “received him.” the second chapter, 

when the two parties the controversy first meet, open, acute 

opposition. Jesus, with scourge cords, cleanses the temple, 

and Jews with desecrating that sacred place. Even thus 

early predicts his death (2:19), and throughout his ministry 

represented living under the deepening shadow his cross, 

looking forward “his This overshadowing cloud coming 

fate reminds Oedipus Coloneus who (Act 3), finding himself 
the grove sacred Neptune predicts— 

and finish here 
life misery. 

Although the Jews succeed their determination rid this 

troubler ecclesiastical authority, are told the very beginning 

the struggle that Jesus will rise again (2:19). The action proceeds 

therefore after the manner Greek tragedy, which, contrast 

our modern drama, the audience knew from the first how affairs 

would terminate. The interest centered not curiosity and surprise 

Monologues from fifty one hundred lines occur. The opening chorus 

the Supplicants contains 189 lines; Agamemnon, 235 lines (cf. Potter’s translation). 
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the with us, but upon the development well-known 

theme. The epic poems, well the great tragedies, were all 

strictly limited theme the realm where mythology and history 

blend and gods and men live together. Fiction, the modern sense 

pure invention the plot, was thus excluded. The Greek drama- 
tists, however, exercised great freedom treating the details the 

myths, idealizing, presenting the familiar story, each his own 

way, and making prominent those features the myth which served 
the immediate purpose. The writer the Fourth Gospel has dealt 

with the outline Jesus’ life precisely the same manner, 

comparative study the gospels reveals. Compare, g., Matt. 16:15, 
with John 1:42, 49. 

this connection another evidence kinship between our gospel 
and the Greek drama comes view. drama began unmoral 

age and dealt with myths which likewise reflect undeveloped ethical 

sense. Many features the older myths were repugnant the grow- 

ing refinement and more sensitive tastes later ages. One the 

greatest services rendered the drama its palmy period was the 

purification the mythology and the recasting the old stories, 

bring them into closer harmony with the moral standards 

the time. The dramatists were the higher critics the Greek 

religion and did not little interpret the spirit the myths while 

relieving them their cruder, grosser like manner the 

author the gospel writes present the world conception 

Christ which the age demanded. brings his readers picture 
the glory the Word— “glory the only begotten from the 

order that may believe that Jesus the Christ the 

Son God, and that believing may have life his name” (1:14; 

20:31). Thisis the picture which caught and fascinated the attention 

the early church and which found expression the great ecumenical 
creeds. has often been noted that the gospel John lacks almost 

wholly the ethical teaching the The Sermon the 

Compare Gunkel’s theory that the original Jacob-stories praised his clever 

duplicity. 

Ecce Homo, Preface Supplementary, vi: author the Fourth 

Gospel does not speak definitely the forgiveness injuries the duty 

relieving men’s physical wants.” Compare, also, The Morals Jesus, Thomas 
Jefferson, which makes but little use our gospel. 
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Mount and the parables are wanting. The reason seems lie its 

endeavor present Christ who will meet the religious needs and 

command the religious devotion the age. How great the success 

was, the creeds bear witness; for the creeds are almost silent con- 

cerning man’s duty his brother, although they bristle with theological 

formulae which are designed exalt Jesus divine. 

Parallel the opposition the Jews the growing intimacy 

the disciples with Jesus culminating, after the sorrowful experiences 

attending the crucifixion, the gift the Holy Spirit, and power 

forgive and retain sins (20:22, 23). The gospel ends atmos- 

phere mystery and turns our thoughts things unseen and eternal— 

Jesus, the Christ, the Son God, who now moves the realm 

the supernatural—appearing and vanishing from sight without regard 

natural sense evil has been outwitted the inter- 

ference the supernatural. Justice has triumphed the resurrec- 

tion Jesus. Caiaphas, Herod, and Pilate, though they have 

crucified Jesus, are nevertheless themselves unable escape the 
judgment the king truth. How like this the ending the 
Greek tragedies, all familiar with the subject will once recognize. 
(Compare Sophocles’ Antigone, Euripides’ Medea (the chorus), 

Persians, which Xerxes informed that has been 
defeated the god war.) Indeed, while the tragedy often left the 

audience perplexity and failed clear away the mysteries human 

destiny, sometimes even seeming reach conclusions which lie athwart 

the beaten paths human experience, always assumes that the 

gods know mortals not and that behind the unlifted veil eternal 

justice reigns. may’st not know this now; forbear 

message from Greek tragedy, not unlike that from the gospel 

itself (13:7; 16:12). 

surprising degree find these tragedies anticipations, 

not only the main motives and movements the gospel, but 

details well. Many these minor parallelisms might pointed 

out; but they are omitted here lest the charges special pleading and 

One reminded here the way which the gods intrude and arbitrarily inter- 

fere with the expected course events. Occasionally god was hoisted aloft 
crane over the stage pronounce from mid-air (ex machina) some decree fate 

(cf. 
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what Dr. Schaff used call brought against the 

whole argument. Besides, not any number such isolated 

correspondences, however suggestive they may from other stand- 

points, that the value this article judged. That the poets 

and philosophers the Greek world should have many thoughts 

common with the writers the New Testament just what 

should expect. What concerns now the remarkable similarity 
method and spirit conveying these thoughts, which exists between 

Greek tragedy and the Fourth Gospel. literature, they have 
close affinity motive, development, and climax. The love 

philosophy, characteristic the Greek temperament, that intel- 

lectual ferment which St. Paul noted the Athenians, that they 

their time nothing else, but either tell hear some new 

thing,” very naturally led comparisons between Christianity and 

other religious systems and various attempts combine them. 

The influence this eclecticism appears somewhat the earlier 

Neoplatonism, but more notably Gnosticism. ‘The writer the 

Fourth Gospel, from the Christian standpoint combating this 

tendency undermine the divinity Christ, seems have adopted 
the very method expressing the truth which would appeal most 

powerfully the mind and heart the Greek world. 

One surprised discover how little descriptive narrative and 

how much dialogue and discourse the Fourth Gospel contains. 

Chapter after chapter can rewritten dramatic form with vio- 
lence the text. Take for example chap. 

The action intense, the debate pointed and earnest, any 
all literature, while the transcendent importance the events them- 

selves places the gospel story class itself. Considered solely from 

the standpoint dramatic power, what can compare with the judg- 
ment scene, with its contrasts between the frenzy and relentless hatred 

the Jews, the cowardice the politic Pilate, and the majesty 
Jesus? the reader will rewrite the entire gospel dramatic form, 

the work will prove most rewarding. The author hopes that the 
gospel will least read through connection with the following 
synopsis. ‘The suggested divisions into act and scene are, course, 

purely arbitrary and are used simply illustrate this method 

studying the book. Remember also that this not attempt 
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dramatize the gospel reading new material into it, but study 

from literary and historical point view. 

the reader can imagination seat himself the vast open-air 

amphitheater Ephesus among the crowds who, with expectant 

hush and tense sympathy, witnessed the tragedy, the parallel 
seeking present will more apparent. The chorus enters and 

chants the prologue, its minor note regret almost lost the outburst 

praise only begotten Son, who the bosom the 

John the Baptist gives his fearless testimony, “Behold the Lamb 

God.” The first disciples enter and follow Jesus, “The Messiah.” 

The ease with which the gospel lends itself this form presentation 

will become apparent anyone who tries it, and combined with the 

facts already noted, serves convince the writer that there close 
relationship between Greek tragedy and our Fourth Gospel. 

ACT THE PROLOGUE 

ScENE The theme announced: The divine Word made flesh 

rejected the Jews, conferring divine sonship all who receive him. 
John the Baptist witnesses the supernatural origin Jesus 

and his Messiahship. Note that John not preacher repentance, but 
herald the Messiah. 

The chorus recounts the call the first disciples and the 

first Cana. Observe that Jesus from the first regarded super- 
natural being. changes Simon’s name, anticipating what the synoptists 
record later. sees Nathanael under the fig-tree and “knows” him, bringing 

once the confession, thou art the Son God; thou art king 

Jesus predicts that Nathanael will the heaven opened and the angels 
God ascending and descending upon the Son also remarked 

that the miracles attributed Jesus this gospel are all remarkable marvels: 

g., water turned into wine; the nobleman’s son healed distance, the man 
born blind, and the man years infirmity are the only 

instances healing; Lazarus dead four days raised life. 

ScENE (2:13-22). The temple cleansed the Passover. The two prin- 

cipal parties the action are introduced, Jesus and the Jews. Note the abruptness, 
even violence, with which the controversy begins. The Jews demand “sign.” 

Jesus predicts his resurrection. 

ScENE (3:1-21). The interview between Jesus and Nicodemus reveals 

the superiority Jesus the “teacher Israel” and one the noblest 
the Israelites. The chorus chants the sublime passage 

ScENE dispute between John’s disciples and Jew about 
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purifying leads John witness Christ. The chorus takes the theme, vss. 

31-36. 

SCENE (4:1-54). The conversation with the Samaritan woman Jacob’s 

well, which Jesus proclaims himself the Messiah, proving telling the 

woman things that ever she did.” Note that the Samaritans and Galileans 

him,” while the Jews did not. The chorus relates the story healing 
the nobleman’s son. 

ACT 

The progress the struggle centers religious forms and ceremonies. 

ScENE (5:1-47). The healing the infirm man Bethesda leads 
controversy over the Sabbath law and the authority Moses. The Jews perse- 
cute Jesus. 

ScENE The feeding the five thousand leads dispute 

the synagogue Capernaum over the meaning Moses’ sign, 
Jesus loses popularity announcing himself the true bread from heaven. 

ScENE Even his own brothers not believe him. avoids 
Judea for fear the Jews. 

ACT 

The stage acute opposition reached. Open violence attempted. 

ScENE (7:14-52). The first attempt arrest Jesus made during the 

Feast Tabernacles, but his hour has not come. The officers report, 

man 
ScENE made entrap Jesus his speech and 

argue him silence. Note the bitterness the debate: hast 

are your father, the The Jews take stones kill him. 
ScENE The man born blind healed Sabbath, and 

because confesses Jesus prophet, cast out the synagogue. Jesus’ dis- 
course concerning the Good Shepherd. 

(10:22-41). The Jews attempt stone Jesus Solomon’s Porch 

the Feast Dedication, because he, “‘being man, made himself God.” 

ACT 

The Jews take counsel put Jesus death, not violence, but plot. 

ScENE (11:1-46). The resurrection Lazarus wins new converts. 

ScENE (11:47-57). The Jews are angry the success Jesus and fear 
political complications. They decide that expedient that one man die, and 

that the whole nation perish not. 
ScENE (12:1-11). The supper Bethany discloses the beginning 

Judas’ treachery. The Jews seek put Lazarus death. 

ScENE (12:12-19). open assumption messianic honors the 
triumphal entry into the temple rouses the Jews frenzy. 
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ScENE (12:20-50). The gentiles seek Jesus, while the Jews are rejecting 

him. The voice from heaven. 

ScENE (13:1—17:26). The farewell discourse and the last supper with 
the disciples. The self-consciousness Jesus meets his hour and his 

solicitousness for his disciples, his words comfort and high-priestly prayer 
form vivid contrast the ceaseless controversies with the Jews. 

ACT 

The plot the Jews succeeds, but throughout Jesus superior his circum- 
stances; never compelled, always voluntarily yielding. There mention made 

the agony the garden the cross. Jesus sustained supernatural 

through which rises victorious. 

ScENE (18:1-14). When arrested the garden, not seized 

helpless victim. His majestic presence causes his enemies fall the ground. 
gives himself his own accord. 
ScENE (18:15-27). ‘The trial before Annas accompanied the denial 

Peter. 

ScENE (18:28—19:16). John omits the trial before Caiaphas and does 
not mention that before Herod. The calm superiority Jesus Pilate and 

the utter lack reason justice the Jews who seek his death make this pas- 
sage one the most vivid all literature. 

ScENE (19:17-42). John gives very few details concerning the crucifixion. 
Even the cross Jesus the Scripture.” The chorus relates the story 

the death and burial. 

The chorus tells the story the empty tomb and the 
appearance Mary. Jesus appears his disciples and confers the power 
the Holy Ghost. 

Here the action, the progress events, comes its conclusion. Through 
death Jesus passes life and the direct exercise divine power thwarts the 
plot his enemies destroy him. the disciples given the power forgive 

retain sins, implying authority over the Jews who had persistently perse- 
cuted their Master. 

This study the gospel emphasizes the following facts: 

The Fourth Gospel not only the gospel love, but also the 

gospel controversy. This need not surprise us, for nowhere can 

there greater antagonism deeper antipathy than that existing 

between infinite love and selfishness and pride these pass into 

frenzy hate toward the goodness which their condemnation. 

Jesus, love incarnate, who came give abundant life men, meets 

the opposition these Jews who are unwilling surrender selfish 

privilege. power indignation, incentive action can 
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greater than these two: love opposed selfishness and selfishness 

exposed love. the gospel this greatest conflict the ages 
fought out the end. 

The Fourth Gospel the gospel supernaturalism. The point 

over which the controversy rages the claim Jesus supernatural 

power and peculiar relation God. superior not only 

Moses’ law, but physical law. assumes superiority Nicode- 
mus, “the teacher condemns the injustice the high- 

priest, and stands before the Roman governor avowed king. 

This study has its obvious limitations; but this background 
the supernatural and this ceaseless struggle with circumstances which 

make the Fourth Gospel spirit closely akin the great masterpieces 

Greek genius. 

thousand shapes our varying fates assume; 
The gods perform what could least expect; 
And oft the things for which fondly hoped 
Come not pass; but Heaven still finds clue 

guide our steps through life’s perplexing maze, 
And thus does this important business end. 



“THE KINGDOM HEAVEN SUFFERETH VIOLENCE” 

EXPOSITION MATT. 11:12, 

REV. ERNEST SCOTT 

Prestwick, Scotland 

And from the days John the Baptist until now the kingdom 
suffereth violence and the violent take force. For all the prophets and 

the law prophesied until John. 

This has always been recognized one the most difficult 

our Lord’s sayings and not few commentators have confessed 
themselves utterly baffled it. late years, however, the question 

its true meaning has become peculiarly urgent. What was 

formerly obscure text, interesting chiefly riddle exegesis, 

now perceived have intimate bearing one the central 
problems New Testament theology. all the more recent 

literature our Lord’s conception the kingdom God, this passage 

singled out one crucial importance. Until can interpret it, 

several the main issues the larger problem will remain uncertain. 

There can little doubt that Matthew has preserved the saying 
more authentic form than Luke. the Lucan parallel (16:16) 

the vivid and characteristic image disappears, and replaced 

matter-of-fact statement. Luke, evident, was perplexed the 

saying all interpreters have been since, and gave paraphrase 

what conceived its meaning. This fact itself valuable 

incidental proof the genuineness the saying. the second 
generation had already become unintelligible and could never 

have found its way into the gospels unless had formed part the 

very earliest tradition. Before attempting explanation the pas- 

sage require take account several preliminary difficulties. 

The word may translated with equal correctness 
neutral passive sense (“breaks in” “is forced”). The 

former rendering would undoubtedly simplify the thought, and has 

commended itself many scholars; but, view the clause that 

follows, inadmissible. parallelism obviously intended and 

destroyed unless translate our English version. The 
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shade meaning has likewise noted. The word 

does not denote “force (as into besieged city), but 

hold of,” “carry off plunder.” suggests the picture 

prize just coming within reach, which the bolder spirits immediately 

capture, without waiting for signal. 

The saying which appears part long passage 

isolated Luke. reserves for later place his gospel 
(16:16), although otherwise gives the discourse John the Baptist 

much the same form Matthew (Matt. =Luke 

may inferred that Matthew his usual manner has grouped 

together several kindred sayings while Luke keeps them separate, 

found them his source. are thus relieved the difficulty 

tracing connection between our saying and the passage 

whole. The introductory words, “and from the days John the 

Baptist until now,” may also cease trouble us. Certainly they 

stand they suggest late date, when John had become figure the 

past; but may regard them merely the connecting link, supplied 

the evangelist himself. 

Luke varies from Matthew the order which assigns the 

two parts the saying, law and the prophets were until John, 

but now,” etc. The larger mass critical opinion would here give 

the preference Matthew; but incline different view. Mat- 

thew anxious bring the Logion into given setting—to connect it, 

the one hand, with the preceding discourse and, the other 

hand, with the closing statement, Elias” (11:14). Luke 

has such motive for inverting the order the sentences. 

therefore conclude that the original saying ran thus: law and the 
prophets were until John; since then the kingdom God taken 

forcibly, and the violent drag toward John, that say, 

had inaugurated new era. former times the kingdom 

merely foreseen and hoped for; now had come near that men 

could hasten their possession it, effort their own. 

According the view recently been advocated 

many scholars (most notably Johannes Weiss), our Lord could never 

have intended his words bear this meaning. thought the king- 

dom something which would come its own time, the immedi- 

ate act God. The idea that men could any sense compel the 
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kingdom was wholly foreign his mind, and would have seemed 

him nothing less than blasphemous. Weiss maintains, therefore, that 

the words must have been spoken indignant irony. The agitation 

which was finally culminate the great revolt had received new 

impulse from the preaching the Baptist, and Jesus warned the 

people against vain and unholy attempts enforce the kingdom 

God. would not come compulsion; not the violent, but those 

who waited patiently for God, would possess the appointed time. 

this interpretation, however, there are several objections which 
once suggest themselves: (1) indication given that the say- 

ing was spoken irony way rebuke; (2) The agitation had 

begun long before John’s appearance, and did nothing, far 

can gather, increase it; (3) Our Lord’s uniform attitude 

John was one respect and admiration, and cannot believe that 

charged his predecessor with initiating mistaken movement. 

But there another and more radical objection, the consideration 
which may help toward right understanding the passage. 

Granting that Jesus conceived the kingdom apocalyptic 

sense, must assume that discountenanced all human efforts 

hasten it? The Jewish apocalyptic writings themselves allow for 

certain co-operation man with God. time fixed for the com- 

mencement the new age, but Israel may the days” 

prayer, repentance, stricter obedience the law. seems that 

this idea compulsion which man may exercise the divine pur- 

pose not only accepted Jesus but occupies essential place 

his teaching. So, far from commending the attitude passive 

waiting, desires that men should prevail God and overcome his 
seeming reluctance. this manner would explain the passages 

which Jesus bestows emphatic praise those who force themselves 

his help some kind aggressive action. recognizes them 

the spirit which all divine benefits are obtained. The 

paralytic Capernaum, the Syrophenician woman, Zacchaeus, the 

blind man the wayside, did not wait passively till Jesus should 
remember them, but obtruded themselves upon him and sought 
enforce his will. loved have welcomed them the 
religious temper which wished awaken all men his preach- 

ing the kingdom: The same idea appears expressed even 
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more directly such parables those the Importunate Widow and 
the Traveler Midnight. reasonable conjecture that these 

parables were spoken, not prayer general, but specific prayer 

for the hastening the kingdom (cf. Luke 18:7, 8). crying unto 

God night and day, knocking the door even though seemed 

barred against them, men had their own power shorten the 

interval waiting. The petition, “Thy kingdom the 

same effect. implies conviction that the appointed time might 

brought nearer the unwearied prayer God’s people. 

This aspect our Lord’s teaching has been too much neglected 

recent speculations his conception the kingdom. 

regard him merely waiting for kingdom which was come cat- 

astrophically set time, hard see how his work differed, 

any respect, from that John. still harder pos- 

sessed any original religious value. begin discern its true 

significance only when discover that Jesus set himself realize, 

well foretell, the kingdom. Acknowledging though did 

that would come about mysteriously and suddenly the will 

God, believed that men could some sense compel the divine 

will. saw faith power which would remove mountains, 

which would prevail with God himself; and his aim was arouse 
the people supreme effort They were not merely 

wait for the kingdom, but hasten its coming their own endeavor. 

was thus Jesus himself who prescribed the great ideal which the 

Christian church has kept before ever since, that working along 

with God for the fulfilment his kingdom. 

conclude, then, that the passage under discussion simply 
expresses with peculiar force and vividness one the essential and 

pervading thoughts the teaching Jesus. believed that the 

purpose God could hastened. sought inspire men the 

compelling faith which would hasten it. The law and the prophets 

had been until John, but the period mere waiting for the kingdom 

was now tocease. The appointed time was near that strong 

faith could break down the remaining barriers. men,” 

whose hearts were set the kingdom, might now leap forward and 

take force, even before the time. 
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THE SERVANT JEHOVAH THE LIGHT 

THE INSCRIPTIONS 

WORLD EMPIRE, WORLD RELIGION 

CUTLER SHEDD 

Rye, 

reading the annals the Assyrian monarchs, one forcibly 

impressed the frightful devastation that marked their campaigns. 

Their cruelties induced sullen resentment that flared into open 

revolt the least opportunity. The morbid imaginings hate 

pictured even the gods the various districts engaged the same 

life-and-death struggle their votaries. From this chaos war 

emerged two policies foreshadowing truly imperial rule. One was 

the cruel system enforced colonization, which compelled great 

populations settle distant regions. Local patriotic sentiment, 

divorced from its native soil, was stifled, and the constituent ele- 

ments the composite communities thus formed did not readily 

blend, the task the ruler became easier. From that day 

the present the inhabitants western Asia have remained divided 

into discordant social groups. The other contribution the science 

government was worthier. When local revolt had been quelled, 

and the local ruler flayed alive, Assyrian noble was often placed 

upon the vacant number such prefects are mentioned 

the later Assyrian annals. They had with them Assyrian garri- 

and sometimes new fortress was established for the capital. 

Thus most the simple machinery oriental monarchy was 

built up. Yet something was still lacking. The Assyrians never 

rose above the idea that the honor their own gods required the 

humiliation their subjects. with many other Semites, their 

wars were wars religion. Their kings set forth “at the call” 

the stern Ashur and the lesser gods, their foes were 

enemies who when subdued became “submissive 

Ashur.” Hence foreign temples were often destroyed, and the images 

carried captives Assyria. 
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There could true world empire under such conditions, for 
all that was dear the subjects Assyria found expression 

customs and beliefs that centered around the religious cults she 

grossly insulted. Her downfall was hailed with delight, the Book 

Nahum plainly shows. Yet the neo-Babylonian empire that suc- 

ceeded continued the same policy. really imperial rule could 

built substructure such hatred the following malediction 

reveals, 

daughter Babylon, that art destroyed, 
Happy shall that rewardeth thee thou hast served us; 
Happy shall that taketh and dasheth thy little ones 

against the stones!—Ps. 137:8, 

But better day was dawning. 538 B.c. Cyrus the Persian 

entered Babylon and became supreme western Asia. When 

examine the policy followed the contrast with the past striking. 

his famous cylinder declares that Marduk, the great god the 

Babylonians, 

searched through all lands, saw him, and sought the righteous prince, 

after his own heart, whom took the hand. Cyrus, king Anshan, 
called name, sovereignty over the whole world appointed 
May all the gods whom brought their own cities daily before Bel and 

Nabu pray that may have long life, may they speak gracious word for me, 
and may they say Marduk, lord, the king who worships thee, 

and Cambyses his 

comparing this with other records its true significance 

revealed. The most important the book Ezra: 

Thus saith Cyrus, king Persia; All the kingdoms the earth hath Jehovah, 
the god heaven, given me, and hath charged build him house 

Jerusalem (1:2). 

The new conqueror, like his predecessors, asserts that rules 

divine right, but this right granted him Marduk and Jehovah, 

and not alone Ahuramazda, whom his own race worshiped. The 

homage accorded these foreign deities was doubtless granted equally 

other pantheons, although documentary proof wanting. 

like manner Cambyses, when had conquered Egypt, assumed 

the titles, unifier all “born Ra,” doing honor 

the gods there worshiped. That this tolerant attitude inaugurated 

Harper, Assyrian and Babylonian Literature, 171. 
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new policy strikingly brought out recent exhaustive study 

the titles ancient monarchs, which demonstrates that the name 

the land which the king was native was part the ordinary royal 
title all the early Semitic monuments, while quite the opposite 

true the rulers the early This policy concilia- 

tion gave sure basis for true world empire, for the followers all 

religions could rally around the overlord without thereby being false 

their own cherished beliefs. wealth meaning the simple 

words Cyrus, permitted all the lands dwell new 

era had dawned; political universalism had succeeded the narrow 

prejudice the past. realize its significarice when contrast the 

quiet the next two centuries with the wars preceded, 

enumerate the vast dominions the great king peacefully ruled, and 

when read the Psalms (126) and Ezra (chap. the joy 

the Jews. 

The second part the book Isaiah refers specifically the time 

Cyrus. How was its author influenced the stirring events then 

Standing exiles face face with the pageantry 

thé Babylonian temples, whose votaries had triumphed over the wor- 

shipers Jehovah, the pious among the Jews must long have remained 

sadness pondering the mystery suffering. Their God had not 
vindicated hisname. had not brought low the wicked and given 

peace the end the innocent; the simple faith the earlier psalm- 

ists could give comfort now. Those who had put their trust 
the ritual the sanctuary were utterly bereft. The weaker offered 

sacrifice, least secret, the gods the Babylonians (Isa. 65:3, 

11). But gradually the light again broke. Doubt gave way 

hope the superiority the exiles’ religion became evident their 

close contact with idolatry, and hope was strengthened when some 
the heathen forsook their idols for the once despised and smitten 

faith (Isa. 56:3). Yet the mystery suffering remained unsolved, 
until last the key was found the salvation that had come through 

this suffering, not only the Jews, but even foreigners. For 

Jehovah declares his whose stripes redemption 

brought: 

Wilson, Princeton Theological Review, III, 
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too light thing thou shouldest servant raise the tribes 
Jacob, and restore the preserved Israel: will also give thee for light 

the gentiles, that thou mayest salvation unto the erds the earth 

(49:5, 6). 
From this standpoint are introduced magnificent vistas 

the writer endeavors suggest his readers the character and 

power Jehovah. who has made the universe (40:12 ff.; 

passim). nations are nothing before him (40:22 ff.). 
has created man upon the earth, for “created not 
“formed beinhabited gives breath the people 

upon the earth, “and spirit them that walk (42:5). Here 

the sublime thought that Jehovah has appointed its habitation and 

destiny each the the whole world. the magnificent 

sweep his vision the prophet sees the nations and rulers igno- 
rance performing the decrees his God (cf. 54:16). And instead 

the feeling bitterness toward them that had animated others 

feels compassion. Forgetting all the old enmities and oppressions, 

and thinking Jehovah the creator and upholder all, his 

name sets forth the following proclamation: 
There God else beside me, just God and Savior; there none 

else beside me. Look unto me, and saved, all the ends the earth: for 

God, and there none else. myself have sworn: the word gone 
forth from mouth righteousness, and shall not return, that unto every 
knee shall bow, every tongue shall swear (45:21 f.). 

have this the vision world-wide religion, world-faith 

proclaimed response the world-empire even then being born. 

Can say that the political achievement the one did not strongly 
influence the seer who announced the other? may not say 

would, for Cyrus repeatedly mentioned, even name (44:28; 

45:1). who proclaims return the exiles with high honor, with 
“kings their nursing fathers and queens their nursing mothers” 

hailed the servant Jehovah (45:1 ff.; 46:11), 

who commissioned shepherd Israel (44:28); who 

ignorance worships the true God (41:25). Cyrus worshiper 

Ahuramazda professed faith that recognized one god, and had 

place for graven images. His advent seemed—in point fact 

large part actually was—the beginning the end for the hitherto 

triumphant idolatry. 
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Bel boweth down, Nebo stoopeth; they stoop, they bow down together, 

they could not deliver the burden, but themselves are gone into captivity (46:1 f.). 

Like his compatriots, the prophet rejoices this, but already 

pointed out seems have comprehended also the new political 

ideal and have expanded magnificently embrace the sphere 

religion well. 

The form the prophet conceives that the 

will take based upon conditions familiar him. Cyrus 

sends back the Jews Jerusalem, all nations will bring them 

back, with gifts, even from the ends the earth passim). 

The Jews, thus restored the Holy Land, purified through suffering 

and purged from evil-doers (60:21; 65:11, 12; 66:17), will freed 

from secular pursuits (60:11, 12; 61:5) order that they may serve 

priests and Levites for the nations (61:6; 66:21, 22), who shall 

come endless procession pilgrimage worship Jehovah 

Zion (66:23). They shall bear the news even far-off peoples who 

have never heard Jehovah’s name, and these, too, will come offer 

worship (66:19, 20). Those who refuse will utterly cut off (60:12; 

24). Righteousness will thus spread throughout all the world 

(45:22; 52:10). the Holy Land peace shall known forever, 

and the Jews shall have perpetual honor 65:24, 25; 

66:12). 

For the new heavens and the new earth which will make shall remain 

before me, saith the Lord, shall your seed and your name remain. And 

shall come pass that from one new moon another, and from one sabbath 

another, shall all flesh come worship before me, saith the Lord (66:22, 23). 
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the Morality Christianity 

the October number the Hibbert Journal Professor James Seth 

discusses ‘‘certain alleged defects the Christian morality.” will 
surprise many persons know that there should any question 

concerning that morality, particularly morality taught Jesus. But 

the spirit free inquiry lets topic possible investigation escape, par- 

ticularly the case men the general type Nietzsche. There 

small vigor the criticism which passed upon the ethics the New 

Testament. Professor Seth classifies these objections threefold: 

Christian morality alleged negative ascetic; (2) lacks virility 

that champions the weak; (3) anti-social. combating these 

views has serious difficulty dealing with the first, for fair under- 

standing the New Testament the quickest refutation its alleged 

asceticism. The history the Christian church enters vigorous denial 

the charge that the gospel does not produce strong types character. The 

Christian possessed courage which, different from that the 

Greeks, none the less courage. The third objection, however, not 

easily met. For Christian history certainly does not show any society 

that has been thoroughly permeated Christian ideals. Professor Seth, 
however, very properly argues that the teaching Jesus really non- 

political; that not maker rules; that rather poet setting 

forth fundamental principles morality. other words, emphasizes 

the fact that Christianity after all quality life, spiritual attitude 

toward social relations which bound have its results. his opinion 

Christian apologetic ought show that the Christian principle normal 
and involves that which normal and reasonable human experience, 

rather than the exceptional, and that the great mission Jesus not 

much introduce precise ideals the state any other form social 

activity, supplement and give true value social experience. 

Such discussion means exhausts the problem. The question 

the finality Christian morality can established only recognizing 

frankly that fundamentally religious, and that induces humanity 
realize the progressive elements the self, particularly love. The 

entire New Testament concept God such that two great principles are 

self-evident everyone not thoroughgoing legalist: First, God con- 
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stantly seeking self-realization self-expression the accomplishment 
beneficent purposes; second, the ideal morality that which men 

endeavor like God similar self-realization. follows inevitably 

that society Christian only conduces this realization the indi- 

vidual. undeniable that the course Christian history shows 
approach toward conditions which this realization ever more possible. 

Phases the Johannine Problem, 

Readers literature dealing with the New Testament during recent 
years must have observed the fertility the pen Professor Bacon, 

Yale. recent months especially his productivity has been manifest, 

and brief summary his Johannine studies, kept within his own words 

far possible, seems worthy consideration. 

The Journal Biblical Literature for 1894 Dr. Bacon discussed 

Displacement John xiv,” urging that attentive readers must have 
been impressed ‘‘by the strange position occupied the clause, ‘Arise, let 

hence,’ the end” the chapter, since ‘‘it marks change action 

scene whatever.” This strange position the clause explained 

‘fault’ the literary strata” the book. Chap. xiv originally 

the very last farewell address Jesus his disciples, fittingly con- 

cluding with the clause, ‘Arise, let which introduced the 

prayer chap. xvii, which was they were standing. Other 
displacements the gospel, Dr. Bacon argued, support this theory concern- 

ing chap. xiv. 

The American Journal Theology for October, 1900, Professor Bacon 
discussed Rearrangement the Fourth Gospel.” concluded 
that, while Tatian probably some sources external evidence 

inaccessible which justified his rearrangement the gospel for his 

Diatessaron, yet his transpositions were means all that are required 

the narrative the Fourth Gospel,” are read its proper 
order. 

Introduction the New Testament also appeared 1900. this 

Professor Bacon addressed himself more directly the purpose and author- 

ship the gospel. wrote (p. 251): Fourth Gospel the effort 

gifted mind, schooled Phrygo-Alexandrian mysticism, and divinely 
exalted the conscious apprehension the mystery the faith, ground 

the higher Christology Paul interpretation, based partly independ- 
ent sources, the ministry and teaching Jesus.” The book unity, 

but this unity the outcome the labors three men: the witness” 

19:35; the original reporter the apostle’s testimony; (c) the com- 

: 3 q 
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piler our gospel and author the chap. xxi. Though 

arising this manner, the gospel the triple tradition [of the 

synoptists] with invaluable historical data.” 

Beginning April, 1903, Professor Bacon published series three 

articles Hibbert Journal under the general title, Aspects 
the Johannine the first article pointed out that, exam- 

ination the external evidence, one must distinguish between mere 

evidence for the existence something identifiable ‘Johannine’ tradition 

and doctrine, and (2) evidence connecting the Fourth Gospel its present 

form with the son When the external evidence examined, 

find Johannine tradition and doctrine well back into the 

second century, but “‘unless [Bacon] greatly mistake the evidence, all 

that connects him [the son Zebedee] with the Fourth Gospel runs rapidly 

out into mere legends the Gnostics.” the beginning the second 
article, ‘‘the point tangency between external and internal 
was found John 21:24, which “exhibits the reader the Apostle John 

the individual meant”’ the author the book. But this statement, 

part the appendix, “‘appears unknown” before the year 170, and 

the writer has incorrectly inferred that the “‘witness” 19:35 was the 

son Zebedee. the third article, consideration the “Indirect Internal 

Evidence,” which admitted both sides the decisive factor the 
Johannine led the conclusion that author attempt- 

ing draw from the storehouse his own memories Jesus, had 

them. elaborating for the most part the great themes Pauline 

Christology and soteriology.”” man who did this have every reason 
identify with the sublime [but unknown] ‘theologian’ the epistles.” 
further article The Hibbert Journal (October, 1907) reviews the same 

general field, especially criticism recent discussions Professor 

Sanday, and finds support the contention” that the son 
Zebedee was the author the gospel. significance the Fourth 

Gospel lies its testimony the growth and self-definition the gospel 
Paul the heart the church the uncircumcision, before the harking 

back Jerusalem.” 

This last statement offers point contact between the above and two 

articles recent numbers The Expositor (September and October, 1907), 

which reveal the latest phases Professor Bacon’s thought. the Sep- 
tember number the subject, Martyr Apostles,” raises the question 
whether John the son Zebedee, well James and probab Peter, 

shown the New Testament itself, apart from later tradition, have 

suffered martyr’s death. Professor Bacon finds that the New Testament 

i 
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does probably show John’s martyrdom. Critics are convinced that Mark 
10:39 could not have maintained its place the gospel narrative unless 

this were so. the objection that John 21:22, indicates the opposite, 

urges that the late writer John xxi “takes account both 

forms” the tradition and “substitutes for them his John 
continued live, not the sense physical survival. His 

The language the gospel, therefore, usually understood some- 

what literally, really mere symbol. 
Disciple Whom Jesus Loved,” the October Expositor, presents 

what probably even more ingenious interpretation New Testament 

language, the key symbolism still being used. John not 

Passover, nor Eucharist, nor even general sacrament; ‘‘it sacrament 

for only one those present—‘the son perdition,’ and for him 

sacrament judgment.” Those present were not disciples flesh and 

blood,” they would not have allowed Judas escape, after had been 

pointed out betrayer. The mother Jesus (John not 

flesh and blood mother,” but “‘rather she whom Jesus speaks Luke 

11:27 ff., ‘they that hear the word God and keep And, likewise, 

disciple whom Jesus loved” disciple flesh and blood;” 

the type that faith which does not wait for ocular demonstration.” 

Still, man who ‘‘something more and other than purely ideal 
figure;” ‘‘a very real man has sat for the portrait;” and that man none 

other than Paul. this appreciation the actual symbolism the 
New Testament carried absurdity, not? That the question now 

before us. 
Among number, perhaps, possible lines criticism, two only may 

here suggested. First: there any such certainty that Mark 10:39 

implies martyrdom for John? Did the drinking Jesus’ cup consist 

merely Might not one just truly drink his cup 

living lived? Second: Has Professor Bacon shown serious 

effort estimate the apparently unique testimony Irenaeus the effect 

that John lived old age Asia 



Dictionary Christ and the Gospels. Edited James 
INGS with the assistance JoHN SELBIE, D., and (in the 

xii+936. Sold only subscription. $6.00 per volume. 

The preface this work should not try evade acknowledging its 

scholarly character saying that its articles are mostly written men 

who are, have been, preachers. They are written, rather, men who 

are, are going be, professors. Essential direction and final arrival, 

being positive, are more truly descriptive than early accidental position 

and subsequent departure, which are negative. Pastors who have become 

professors that very transition betray their essential quality. not 

their discredit. Both forms service are needed and those who love 

God with the mind love him really those who love him with the heart. 
Perhaps Jesus added “‘mind” the Deuteronomic precept just make 

clear that commends and commands integral rather than frag- 

mentary service and that there may service transfer emphasis 

from one function another without sin. Well, this is, the whole, 

very scholarly dictionary. only scholars and writers who know their 
Bibles well that reference anywhere near right they can easily 

make the necessary mental correction, would but remember how annoy- 

ingly the average and unerudite pastor baffled and thrown out his use 

occur the bottom and top where John 2:29 must 

meant for John 2:19; Matt. 12:29 for Matt. 12:40, and Mark 8:24 for 

Mark 8:34. There are some articles this dictionary that should have 

been read more times than they have been either copy proof both. 

Such inaccuracies, however, are minor well provoking, and, the 

whole, the present work not only scholarly its treatments but accurate 
its details. 

The fact that the editor the Dictionary the Bible edits the present 

work also, once raises the question why the Dictionary Christ and the 

should issued all. Christ and the gospels are integral parts 

the Bible and should already have obtained the earlier work their full 

473 
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quota appropriate articles. Nevertheless the new work new and 

wisely and helpfully made. Articles which duplicate the headings the 

earlier dictionary not any means duplicate the earlier subject-matter. 
illustrates the difference. The former work uses three col- 

umns under this heading, the present uses over twelve. The former keeps 

pretty strictly inside the fences biblical theology, the latter goes out into 

the systematic and dogmatic pastures. The former article starts with 

etymology, the latter with theological thesis. Yet the history the 
doctrine which adds very helpful the average pastor and its clear 
statement the issue between the thinkers who linger the cradle and 

those who linger the cross illuminating. word, the important 

headings the earlier work repeated the newer one cover matter 

which not found the previous volumes. Every one knows how 

even strong hands and spite fate biblical and dogmatic theology 

will overlap each other. Good material written from both view-points 
should within the pastor’s reach sits his desk. 

This same article, also illustrates what seems the 

present reviewer the greater general conservatism 

the newer dictionary compared with the earlier. There authen- 

tic story shrewd agent for theological books who said was not 

stupid either canvass for the Dictionary the Bible certain New 
Jersey seminary canvass for the Dictionary Christ and the Gospels 

certain New York seminary. The story seems be, some extent, 

true the character the respective works; nor somewhat conserva- 

tive view-point deprecated work specially intended for preachers. 

Something due one’s position, and his audience. Truth 

even the field biblical criticism, and ultimately will prevail, but truth 
may preached such way such class people practically 

teach moral error. There are views after which pastor 
may follow with discriminating footsteps his study and yet keep well 

the rear his public presentations. For the preacher the practical 

position well indicated, though indirectly indicated, the dead Laureate 
(In Memoriam, xxxiii and position which his wider faith may 

well careful how proclaims itself men less sophisticated piety, 
position which may hold his new doctrine sound and yet hesi- 

and round.” Wise indeed these days the man who, Jacob fashion 
(Gen. 33:14), can lead gently according the pace his 

children and yet lead the heart well the head. 
Moreover, there are here provided certain entirely new articles written 
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with valuable sanity and healthfulness. The treatment “Authority 
Christ” instance. Pastors are continually hearing and preaching 

upon the attractiveness and perfection Christ’s utterances. They have 
been much lectured upon his and secret.” They get thinking 
that they could livingly reproduce the spirit his life and words their 

own sermons would irresistible. suffer intensely and often mor- 

bidly over their spiritual failures. They will glad have made clear, 

clear though has always been, that Jesus himself was often popular 

failure, and that while spoke with authority, the sweet compulsion 
his voice respected the sanctity man’s will. 

The wide range the work before and its completeness treatment 
sometimes startlingly evidence. One comes upon titles that would 

never think looking for such massive quartos. Who would expect 

heading that repeats popular religious watchword such “Back 

Christ,” one that deals with such plain old sermonic topic 

Christ,” one like and that considers the religious 

incidence the Copernican astronomy? Yet all these articles are decid- 
edly helpful preachers, giving, they often do, scholarly and sys- 

tematic treatment questions that modern science and the historic method 

are constantly slipping under the study door. The fact that these diverse 

headings make practically necessary that this dictionary conned fully 

much consulted. work for reading well reference. One 
must know its titles and matter beforehand order readily find any 

occasional consultation what then requires. 

word should also said praise the references the ends the 

articles. They often add the volumes biblical scholars titles from 

general literature which are especial value pastors. 
point. The Dictionary the Bible has reference there Matthew 

Arnold. The present work does refer Literature and Dogma. 
sure the reference not quite correct. should read VII:5 instead 

VII:3. There should also have been references least III:2, 

and and also St. Paul and Protestantism, xix, where 

first suggested his rendering But something have 

Arnold referred all. And the credit the new dictionary should 
said that does seem aware the existence much that general 

literature has been clearly and helpfully said about special words and topics 

connected with Christ and the gospels. 
And yet the present reviewer cannot for the life him see why these 

references general literature are not made far more numerous and more 

precisely appropriate than they are. Why reference given the 
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Dictionary the Bible, under either Browning’s 

Saul Tennyson’s Merlin and Vivien, 760-64? Why there refer- 

ence under Tennyson’s Two Voices, 219-25? Why 

neither under the Dictionary the Bible nor under 

the present work there reference Tennyson’s Lover’s Tale, 

And why under none the articles John John’s Gospel 

there any reference Browning’s Death the Desert? And the 

writer and Below” already referred could quote from The 
Higher Pantheism, why could not refer, for instance, the Holy Grail, 

526-28, where, when the poet speaks the Holy City being larger 

than single pearl although the goal all the saints, gives fine illus- 

tration biblical imagery the unrelatedness space and spirit 

Nevertheless, this Dictionary Christ and the Gospels is, far this 

first volume shows, very good work indeed, and every pastor should 
have hand until the one that perfect shall published. 

WILLARD 
CHICAGO 

The Philosophy Religion: Critical and Speculative Treatise 
Man’s Religious Experience and Development the Light 

Modern Science and Reflective Thinking. 
BULL LL.D. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1905. 

vols., pp. and $7. 

these volumes Professor Ladd brings close extended scheme 

philosophical publication and the same time embodies systematic 

treatise his ripe views the subject religion and the relation this 

fundamental interest present-day scientific and philosophical methods. 

both points congratulated, for these days complex 

investigations has been permitted but few thinkers express them- 

selves adequately the varied field philosophy and the same time 

orientate themselves definitely relation religion. now have 

Professor Ladd’s system completely and finally before us. remains 

for the future estimate its significance precisely. But while avoiding 

pre-judgment this estimate may perhaps said that Professor Ladd’s 

name will remain representing, typically, one distinctive line Ameri- 

can philosophical inquiry, viz., that mediating between philosophy and 

religion. 

The two volumes now under consideration are, our author informs 

us, the outcome some forty years’ work upon the problems religion. 

They express mind sincerely religious yet earnestly desirous under- 
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standing religion and determining its validity. accomplishing this 

purpose Professor Ladd exacts tribute from the various philosophical dis- 

ciplines, from science—physical, anthropological, sociological, and psy- 

chological—from art, and from literature, well from the vast field 

religious phenomena. Throughout, strives earnestly just both 

scientific and philosophical methods, and religious belief. other 

words the treatise, intention, philosophy religion and not 

apologetic theology. 

detailed consideration Professor Ladd’s volumes, within the limits 

short review, impossible. The ground covered too vast, the prob- 

lems too complex and manifold permit such treatment. All that 
can undertaken summary the subject-matter and method. 

The work monumental its scope. seeks understand and 

interpret religion has operated the race, has incorporated 
itself human experience, and has demanded recognition its 

claims from man’s critical inquiry. Accordingly, Professor Ladd collects 
and sifts his data from the broad fields the science and history reli- 

gion these are treated the comparative method. this adds 

material drawn from treatment the psychology 
both its individual and social aspects. The results obtained weaves 

into distinctive view-point. The book thus divided into three parts. 

The first these deals with the phenomenology religion; the second, 

with the psychology religion; the third, with the philosophy religion. 

astonishes one observe how fully Professor Ladd has covered his vast 

field, with what painstaking industry has tilled its widely varied 

soils, with what earnest and patient zeal has sought develop fruits 
which shall satisfactory the taste the most critically minded. This 

but say that the book erudite even fault and that its author 
has striven fairly keep his inquiry throughout the highest levels. 

criticism few points may suggested. First, despite Professor 

Ladd’s intention develop philosophy religion his book must none- 

theless regarded apologetic. Throughout the twelve hundred 

long and too closely printed pages there runs current inquiry not for 

the sake inquiry, nor even for the sake religion, but the interest 

broad yet conservative theology. Accordingly, Professor Ladd never 
permits his facts his problems quite speak for themselves. Indeed, 

the unanimity with which these facts and problems voice particular the- 

ology challenges criticism immediately. One cannot acquit the author 
the sin easy which inveterately pursues the apologist. 

comparison Professor Ladd’s second volume with Mr. Brad- 

_ 
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ley’s Appearance and Reality would serve make clearer this objection 

the subject method and tendency. 
Second, certain lack perspective evident. There are many 

objects the picture, and they are massed such way, obscure 

the picture itself. This especially true the section upon the phe- 
nomenology religion. Much might have been gained unifying Pro- 
fessor Ladd’s references the diverse forms religion into different types 

religious development, whatever classification might employed 
effecting this purpose. 

Third, the book diffuse. single illustration too much time 

would appear spent the introduction problems, methods, diffi- 

culties, and benefits, and standards value. The topics are matters 

importance, but they could all made clear the constructive work 

which follows. 
conclusion should said that these criticisms which have been 

presented individual reaction upon the book not blind the reviewer 
the immense service which Professor Ladd’s book will render the 

study religion. 
MacLENNAN 

OBERLIN COLLEGE 
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The Holy Bible, Containing the Old and 

New Testaments Translated out the 

Original Tongues. Being the Version 

Set Forth D., 1611, Compared with 

the Most Ancient Authorities and Re- 

vised D., 1881-1885. Newly Edited 
the American Revision Committee 

A.D., Standard Edition. New 

York: Thomas Nelson and Sons. 
This the latest form which the Standard 

Edition has appeared. It is a self-pronouncing 

Bible, printed in minion, 16mo, black-faced type, 

and put large variety bindings and 

various grades paper. pocket size 

inches) but yet good readable type, and 

altogether a very convenient and desirable form of 

the best existing English translation the Scrip- 

tures. Prices range from $1.50 to $7. 50, according 

the style binding, the quality paper chosen, 

and the amount supplementary material included 

The Bible under Trial: view 

Present-Day Assaults Holy Scrip- 
ture. Second Edition. New York: 

Armstrong Son. Pp. viii+ 

This book popular presentation the argu- 
ments against the modern view of the Bible. It 

adds {nothing essential the discussion 

be found in the author’s previous Problem of the 

Old Testament. 

tament History: The Traditions 

Saul and David. London: Macmil- 

lan Co. Pp. 6d. 
These chapters first appeared various journals, 

but are well worth reprinting. They are devoted 

thorough analytical examination the records 
of the early kingdom; the results involve a new 

presentation the early Israelitish history. 

Die Urform der Psalmen. 

Das erste Buch des Psalters metri- 

scher Umschrift und 

Grossenhain: Baumert und Ronge. 
Pp. xi+186. 

An attempt to recover the original form of Pss. 

1-40. is, course, study poetical structure 

and of direct interest only to experts. The results 

are interesting, but the method too subjective. 

schen Geschichte. 

sung. Basel: Helbing und Lichten- 
hahn. Pp. 34. 
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bingen: Mohr. Pp. 160. 

David und sein Zeitalter. 

[Wissenschaft und Bildung. Einzel- 
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Wissens]. Leipzig: Quelle und Meyer. 

Brown, The Book the Prophet 

Jeremiah. [An American Commentary 

the Old Testament.] Philadelphia: 
The American Baptist Publication So- 
ciety. Pp. xxxvi+256. 
This the latest volume and one the best this 

series commentaries the Old Testament. 
There is a large measure of freedom in the critical 

attitude toward the text and other critical questions. 

TOFFTEEN, Researches Bibli- 

cal Archaeology. Ancien Chrono- 
logy, Published for the Orien- 

tal Society the Western Theological 

Seminary the University Chicago 
Press. Pp. xix+302. $2.50. 

interesting work designed defend tra- 

ditional views. presents wealth material, 
many new interpretations of fact, and original con- 

clusions. ‘The work marred many inexcus- 
able errors in spelling. 
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This careful and critical examination the 

Jerahmeelite hypothesis persistently championed 

by Cheyne. The article deserves the consideration 

all students. 

the Old Testament. The American 

THE BIBLICAL WORLD 

Journal Semitic Languages and Lit- 

eratures, October, pp. 
An important study of Old Testament proper 

names, which shows that they often contain 

the names ancient deities. another line 

evidence showing the polytheistic character 
ancient Israelitish belief. 
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SANDAY, WILLIAM. The Life Christ 

Recent Research. New York; Oxford 

Certain recent lectures, reviews, and sermons 
Professor Sanday’s have been combined into this 

volume. It presents a survey of the most important 

literature of the past twenty years upon the life 

and person of Christ, with a special chapter on 

miracles. Professor Sanday’s well-known scholarly 

moderation characterizes the whole. 

Orr, JAMES. The Virgin Birth Christ 
(“Bible Teachers’ Training School 

Lectures,” 1907). New York: Scrib- 
ner’s, Pp. $1.50 net. 
The aim of these lectures is ‘‘to establish faith in 

the miracle the Lord’s Incarnation Birth 

from the Virgin, to meet objections, and to show the 

intimate connection fact and doctrine this 

transcendent mystery.” The purpose not 

discover truth but defend it. dogmatic and 

apologetic tone pervades the lectures. 

Jesus. Study Development and 

Struggle the Messiah’s Work. New 

York: Scribner’s, Pp. 

net. 
These lectures, delivered Missouri summer 

assembly in 1906, present in popular form the main 

facts of Jesus’ life. The writer seeks to give ‘‘a 

straight-forward constructive discussion of the 

career Jesus set forth the Gospels,” putting 

the emphasis upon the pivotal points the move- 

ment Jesus’ ministry, and avoiding critical dis- 

cussion. The point view conservative. 

Historical Evidence for 

(Crown Library, Vol. 

XXI). London: Williams Norgate, 

An examination of the evidence from the critical 

point of view, with a result unfavorable to the 

material view the resurrection. 

the New Testament. Philadelphia: 

Griffith Rowland Press, 
280. cents net. 

able and intelligent study the rise the 

books the New Testament pre-eminence 

among early Christian works, and the causes con- 

tributing it. The presentation popular and 
at the same time scholarly. 

CASPAR The Canon 

and Text the New Testament. 

(“International Theological 

New York: Scribner’s, Pp. vii+ 
539- $2.50. 
Professor Gregory’s long-expected volume on the 

history of the text and canon of the New Testament 

will receive a wide and cordial welcome in America. 

As the greatest of authorities upon New Testament 

manuscripts, the writer ideally fitted for the 

second part his task, and the earlier part displays 

inferiority, exhibiting throughout Dr. Gregory’s 

wide learning and lively charm presentation. 

The book the best its subjects that possess. 
The presentation is popular, even entertaining, in 

its freshness. 

Ross Huck’s Synopsis the 

First Three Gospels Arranged for 

English Readers. Cincinnati: Jen- 

nings and Graham. 1907. Pp. 171. 
net. 

Using the American Standard Revision, Finney 

presents the arrangement of Huck’s Synopse, 

translating the German section-titles and adding 

Huck’s tables. The work is faithfully done, but it 

based Huck’s second edition, 1898. This 

most unfortunate, his recent third edition, 
1906, Huck has fundamentally remodeled his work, 

greatly improving and enriching it. No hint of 

this appears in Finney’s Preface, nor does he state 

upon what edition he is basing his translation. 
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Burton, Redemption from the 
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OUR COLON 

What will the real issue the next presidential campaign? Some say 
the tariff; others say the trusts. Both are right, but even more important 

than these will our colonial policy. Every American knows that must 
face the questions raised the Philippines and Cuba. They have already 
involved one war. Willthey involve another? 

THE WORLD TO-DAY for 1908 will not neglect the trusts and the tariff, but 
that the time has come for broad and intelligent discussion 

OUR COLONIAL EMPIRE 
During the coming year shall publish leading feature two groups articles 

this important need. One, comprising seven articles, will descriptive, and will 
life, resources and opportunities offered America the 

PHILIPPINES CUBA PANAMA 
HAWAII PORTO RICO ALASKA 

The amount information our disposal, the new photographs shall reproduce, and 
the interest the subjects themselves, will make this series one the most readable and fasci- 
nating ever published any magazine. are recognized authorities. Another 
group articles will deal with the problems which these possessions raise. They will consist 

five discussions some the most prominent men America the following subjects: 

Can the United States Afford Have Colonies? 
Can the United States Defend Its Colonies? 
Can the United States Administer Its Colonies? 

United States Americanize Its Colonies? 
How Could the United States Give Its Colonies? 

WORLD TO-DAY for December will contain the first article the first series. 
will the first two elaborate articles 

THE PHILIPPINES 
HAMILTON WRIGHT, Author Handbook the Philippines.’’ 

Mr. Wright one the best known authorities the Philippines and the article will 
fully illustrated colors from new photographs taken him especially for the purpose. 

CARTOONS COLOR 

Another striking and novel feature THE WORLD TO-DAY for 1908 will 
series Cartoons Color the well-known artist, G.C. Widney. They 

are not caricatures, nor personal, nor partisan, but real works 
torials Color,” great themes current interest. 

These are but two the many strong features that give THE WORLD-TO- 
DAY an individuality of its own. THE WORLD TO-DAY is a world review, 
but not a lifeless record of events. The reader will find in it illuminating and 
fascinating discussions of living events and living people. No matter how 
many magazines you take, it is different from them all. 

The only Magazine its Class Popular Price Year. 

Send $1.50 for full year, least for trial subscription Months 
for 25 Cents. Fill in coupon and mail at once. Ifyou read the first 
article on OUR COLONIAL EMPIRE you will want them all. 

THE WORLD TO-DAY Chicago 
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Individual Communion 
Cups 
More convenient, 

and sanitary ; add im- 
cere- 

mony. intro- 
duced individual SENT FOR TRIAL 
service, make the best, and supply over 4,000 satisfied © 
congregations. They never back the old way. List 
of users on request. Send for free catalogue. 
Return outfit (our expense) if not satisfied ajter trial, 

Sanitary Communion Outfit Co., 95th St., Rochester, 

GIFTS 

Great Paintings 
Suitable for all ages 

Awarded Four Gold Medals 

PICTURES 
ONE CENT 

(6 to ro times this size). 

ittens, etc., or 25 Madonnas, 

for ax large pictures, 10x12. 

pictures for 4c in stamps. 

THE PERRY PIGTURES 
Box 501, Malden. Mass, 

ITALIAN BOOKS 
every description 

FRANCESCO TOCCI, 520 Broadway, 
NEW YORK. 

Works of: Barrili, Butti, Caccianiga, Capra- 

nica, Capuana, Carducci, Castelnuovo, 

delia, D’Annunzio, Amicis, Marchi, 

Farina, Fogazzaro, Giacosa, Neera, Negri, 
Praga, Rovetta, Serao, and other leading writers, 

always hand. 

Catalogue mailed application. 

linstruction are undergoing a rapid transformation, 

“CONSTRUCTIVE BIBLE 
Set of textbooks for those who wish to do systematic work in the 

Sunday school, Write today for circulars and specimen pages. 

ADDRESS DEPT. P 

THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO PRESS 
CHICAGO AND NEW YORK 

Seneral Theological 
the Cpiscopal Church 
Chelsea Square, New York 

The next academic year begins Wednesday, September 
16, 1908. Special students admitted and Graduate Course for 
Graduates of other Theological Seminaries. The require- 
‘ments for admission particulars can had from 

The Very Rev. Wilford Robbins, D.D., Dean 

Reproductions of the World's 

each for 25 or more. Size axe 

TO-DAY 2sc for 25 art sub- 
ects, or 25 forchildren or 25 

or $1.00 for the four sets or 
for Art Set of too pictures or 

Satisfaction or money re- 
funded, Catalogue of 1000 
miniature illustrations and 3 

The New 
Lantern 

For showing the screen opaque objects, book 
ustrations, engravings, and lantern Slides. 

the most perfect instrument its kind, 
“It has a detachable Book- Holder. 
It concentrates all light on the object. 
It shows printed matter correctly. 

Direct Vision Spectroscopes 
Diffraction Gratings 

Especially arranged for 
can import these duty free extremely low priccs. 

Wireless Telegraph Outfits 
For school room and experimental work. Com- 

plete sending and receiving stations. 

Lantern Slides—Microscopic Slides 
Geology and other sciences, 

Lists application. 

WILLIAMS, BROWN EARLE, 
Dept. 918 Chestnut Street, Pa. 

INDIVIDUAL COMMUNION SERVICE 
MANY MATERIALS, 

Aluminum (Special Finish) 

“ Your service is the simplest, neatest, easily and surely handled.”” 
—F. Shumway, Boston- 

“More and more convinced that this selection was of the best." 
Alexander Lewis, Worcester. 

Send for Catalogue No. 73 and full particulars. 

Give name 

church 

and num- 

ber of com- 

GEO. SPRINGER, MGR. 256 AND 258 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON 

THE THEORY EDUCATION THE 

This one the best classical scholars Cam- 
bridge University has been practically inaccessible to 
American readers, ‘This new edition will be welcomed by 
students educational theory. 150 small 8vo; net 
75 cents, postpaid 79 cents. 

ADDRESS DEPT. P 

THE UNIVERSITY PRESS NEW YORK 

Manufacture Superior 

SCHOOL OTHER 

Many Designs Silver and 
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THE 
“The Foremost Critical Journal 

America” 

CONTAINS EACH WEEK 

that are widely quoted, notes experts, 

criticisms that are authoritative, opin- 

Its Book called “the best 

not related the advertising 

pages. 

SAMPLE COPIES SENT FOR THREE WEEKS REQUEST 
Ten Cents Copy Three Dollars Year 

Subscriptions entered now will read from 1908; 
the remaining issues for 1907, free. 

THE NATION, 
Vesey St. New York 



Make Charge. for 
this Book Case 

This compact little revolving book case built solid oak 
dark Mission finish, and will hold about seventy. volumes 

Library. attractive appearance and very 
convenient for holding volumes. 

EVERYMAN’S LIBRARY 
the best low-priced edition standard books moderate 

cost ever offered to the public. 265 volumes of the books 
that live are now ready, It is purposed to issue in this ex- 
cellent edition fewer than 1,000 volumes, additions the 
list appearing the rate about 100 per year. The price 

Everyman’s Library cents per vol- 
ume in cloth or $1.00 in limp crimson leather 

SPECIAL OFFER 
send this book case free charge with every order for 

Library amounting $10 more. Select vol- 
umes in cloth or to in leather and enclose your list with $10 
receiving book case and books express This the iist 
volumes most recently added: 
Evelyn's Diary, 2vols. Int. by G. W. E. Russell, 
Balla, tyne's Coral Island and Martin Rattler. 
Fairy Tales from the Arabian Nights, illustrated. 
Marryat's Children of the New Forest. Int. by R. Brimley Johnson, 
Swift's Gulliver's Travels, illustrated by A. Rackham. 
Virgil's Eclogués and Georgics. New translation by Rev. T. F. Royds. 
De Quincey's Opium Eater, Int. by Sir G. Douglas. 
Elyot’s Governour. Int, and glossary by Prof. Foster Watson. 
Macaulay's Essays, Vols.I.and1I. Int. and glossary by A. J. Grieve, M. A. 
Mazzinni's Duties of Man, etc. Int. by T. Jones. 
Ruskin’s Elements of Drawing. Int. by ‘*A Student of Ruskin.” Modern 

Painters. 5 Vols. Int. by Lionel Cust. Pre-Raphaelitism. Int. by Lau- 
rence Binyon, Sesame and Lilies (The Two Paths and The King of the 
Golden River.) Int. by Sir Oliver Lodge. Seven Lamps of Architecture. 
Int. by Selwyn Image. Stones of Venice. 3 Vols. Int. by L. March 
Phillipys, Unto This Last. Int by Sir Oliver BL rand 

Ulric, the Farm Servant. Edited, with notes by John Ruskin. 
Balzac’s Atheist’s Mass. Preface by Prof. Saintsbury, Previously pub- 

lished: Balzac’s Eugenie Grandet, Old Goriot, and Wild Ass’s Skin. 
Bronte’s Wuthering Heights. 
Cooper's Novels. (Previously issued.) 
Dicken’s Barnaby Rudge. Int. by W. Jerrold. Bleak House. Int, to this 
and ten following volumes by G. K. Chesterton. Christmas Books. David 
Copperfield. Dombey & Son. Great Expectations. Martin Chuzzlewit, 
Nich las Nickleby. Old Curiosity Shop. Oliver Twist. Pickwick Papers. — 
Sketches by Boz. Tale of Two Cities. 

Eliot's Romola. Previously published: Adam Bede and Silas Marner. 
Kingsley's Hypatia. Previously published; Kingsley’s Westward Ho! 
Marryat's Peter Simple. Int. by R. B. Johnson. Also Mr. Midshipman Easy. 
Oliphant’s Salem Chapel. Int. by Dr. Robertson Nicoll. 
Scott’s Novels. (Previously issued.) 

Ancient Hebrew Literature, being the Old Testament and A ha, 
4 vols, Pentateuch and Early Historical Books, Vol. I. Later Historical 

Complete list titles request. 

31-B West Twenty-third Street, New York 

300 Years’ Progress 
Biblical Scholarship 
The scholars this day are vastly better 

acquainted with Greek and Hebrew than 
were the scholars King James’ day. 

Many Bible manuscripts have been dis- 
covered which are older and more correct 
than the manuscripts used the King 

James translators. 
Discoveries all 

kinds, Bible lands, 

have thrown new light 
the meaning hun- 

dreds texts. The 

American 
Standard 

Bible 
Edited the 

American Revision Commitiee 

correct translation the 

Greek and Hebrew Scrip- 
tures, made the greatest 

scholars all denomina- 

tions, who toiled for thirty 

years put the exact mean- 

ing the Bible writers into 
and pure speech 

our day. 

This perfect translation 

has been welcomed and endorsed the Univer- 

sities and Colleges and Theological Schools, and 

Magazines and Papers, and leading Ministers and 

Laymen all denominations. 

Write for Free Booklet 
tells you about all the translations the 

Scriptures and fully describes the American 
Standard Bible, naming Universities, Colleges, 
Theological Schools, Bible-Training Schools, 
Young Men’s Christian Associations, great Editors 
and prominent Ministers who use and recommend 
it. Write for to-day—a postal card will do. 

sure and ask your bookseller for the American Standard 
Bible, published by Thomas Nelson & Sons. Price 35c. to $18. 

THOMAS NELSON SONS 
Bible Publishers for Fifty Years 

41T East Street New York 

“Ty, 
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Italian Republics. 

Stanley's Lecture on the Eastern Church. Int. by Sir J. Sturge. ee 

Books. Vol. II. Prophets and Poetry. Wisdom, 
Apocalyptic Literature. Vol. IV. 

John Bright’s Speeches. Selected. Int. by Sir J. Sturge. : . } 
Shelley's Poetical Works. Vols. 1, and II. : j 

Kalevala. Vols. I. and II. Int. by W. F. Kirby, F. L.S., F. E. S. ) 
Galton’s Inquiries Into Human Faculty. Preface the Author, ; : 
Harvey's Circulation of the Blood. Int. by Ernest Parkyn. ‘ : 
Atlas of Ancient and Classical Geography. : 
Hakluyt's Voyages. 



Huebsch’s Publications 
Few Selections from List 

EDWARD HOWARD GRIGGS 
THE USE THE MARGIN 

(Just Published “The Art Life 

cloth, cents, net; mail, cents 
this, the latest work Mr. Griggs, all his charm public speaker transferred the printed page. 

His theme the problem utilizing the time one has spend one pleases for the aim attaining the highest 
culture mind and spirit. How work and how play, how read and how study, how avoid intel- 
lectual dissipation and how apply the open secrets great achievement evidenced conspicuous lives are 
among the many phases the problem which the author discusses, earnestly, yet with light touch and not 
without humor. MORAL EDUCATION 

cloth, net $1.60; mail $1.72 
discussion the whole problem moral education its aim relation our society and all the means 

through which that aim can attained. Contains complete bibliography with annotations, and index. This 
book has been adopted text normal schools and colleges and for study clubs and reading circles. 

**It is easily the best book of its kind yet written in America.”— The Literary Digest. 
“Edward Ho ward Griggs has written a notable book on ‘Moral Education,’ easily the most profound, searching, and prac: 

tical that has been written this country, and which, from the same qualities, will not easily displaced its 
The Cleveland Leader. 

Handbooks Courses Lectures 
Each contains introductory note, illustrative extracts, outlines lectures, book references, list topics for 

study and discussion and bibliography. the utmost value classes, clubs, reading circles, etc. 
TITLES: Divine Comedy Dante; Poetry and Philosophy Browning; Moral Leaders; Shakespeare; 

Poetry and Philosophy Tennyson; Faust; Ethics Personal Life. 
cloth, each cents, net; mail cents. Paper covers, each cents, net; mail, cents 

RELIGION AND HISTORIC FAITHS 
I2mo, $1.50, net; mail, $1.60 (Just Published. 

only has the merit exact and wide ranging scholarship, but the virtue being brief, 
lucid interpretation the great ethnic faiths, Christianity historically and rationally conceived, and wella 
discussion what religion itself, how originates, and what its relation ethics is. The conclusions are 
thoroughly modern point view, there doubt left the mind the place supremacy 
which the great German scholar puts religion, above morality any other human activities. book 
especially serviceable clergymen unable acquire large libraries and laymen who are disposed study 
comparative religion and know least what its conclusions Herald. 

CHRISTIAN ORIGINS 
net, $1.50; mail, $1.60 

treatise extreme value and complexion. The author offers neither attack upon 
dogma nor defense it, but attempt, unbiased any desire but reverent and earnest wish for the truth, 

outline history the moral forces that prepared the way for the Christian religion, the events that gave 
birth and the intellectual influences that effected its crystallization. The clearness, his sincerity, and 
his ability are equally 

critical estimate ‘‘Religion and Historic George Perry Morris the Boston and 
Origins’’ Professor William Benj. Smith Tulane University, will sent those interested. 

EARL BARNES 
WHERE HNOWLEDGE FAILS 

Just Published “The Art Life 
I2mo, net; mail, cents 

From the pen scientific thinker, one whose attitude liberal yet reverent, presenting the outlines 
belief which the relations knowledge and faith are clearly established. While his platform certain 
seriously challenged, nevertheless true that many will find solution the most important problem 
present day men and women have cope with. 

PERIL CHANGE 
Essays Written Time Tranquillity 

cloth $1.50, net; mail, $1.60 
present-day Anglo-Saxon civilization, illuminating the forces making for radical change. 

The work includes brilliant criticisms men and books, examination the newer tendencies thought, 
studies contemporary society, and current religious influences. introduces British writer whose reaction 

social, political, and literary questions compels attention when old-fashioned institutions are sub- 
jected searching investigation. brief appreciation Professor Earl Barnes will sent upon 

Your bookseller will procure these books orders may sent direct 
the publisher who also invites for his latest catalogue 

HUEBSCH, Publisher, NEW YORK 

¥ 
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Bulletin Recent Publications 
and Winter Announcements 

English Poems 
Selected and Edited, with and Explanatory Notes and Bibliographies, 

WALTER BRONSON, Professor English Literature, Brown 
University 

Vol. IV, The Nineteenth Century, 635 pages, cloth; net $1.00, postpaid $1.15. Special 
Library Edition, net $1.50, postpaid $1.68 

preparing this series, Professor Bronson providing for college students and others 
more convenient and generally available selection English poetry than has ever been 

made before. When completed will comprise four volumes. Volume will include Old- 
English poems translation, Middle-English poems, early drama, and old ballads; Volume 
will cover the Elizabethan and Caroline periods; Volume III will devoted the Restora- 
tion and the eighteenth century; while Volume (now ready) covers the nineteenth century. 
The volumes are being issued intervals about six months. 

The plan Nineteenth Century” thus described the preface: 
Authors and poems have been chosen both for 

their merit and for their significance the history 
English literature. book therefore not 

anthology, collection the best poems. 
collection good poems that illustrate the different 
periods and phases the work individual poets, 
and the rise, growth, and decline schools poetry. 

Entire poems have been given wherever that 
was possible, and the bulk the book made 
them. But order represent some authors 
all adequately has been found necessary admit 

limited number extracts. The notes include 
(1) explanations words, allusions, etc., which the 
average college student may find (2) state- 
ments the author his friends which throw light 

Heralds American Literature 
ANNIE RUSSELL MARBLE 

the meaning poem, give circumstances 
connected with the composition it, illustrate 
the poet’s method work; (3) the poet’s theory 
poetry and his philosophy life, when these can 
given his own words; (4) variant readings 
few poems, such Ancient Mariner” and 
“The Palace the reworking which has 
special interest and significance; (5) quotations from 
sources and parallel passages, references them, 

show the poet’s literary relationships and his way 
handling raw material; (6) extracts from con- 

temporary criticisms some the leaders new 
literary movements. selected 
adapted the needs undergraduates, follows the 
notes. 

pages, plates, small 8vo, cloth; net $1.50, postpaid $1.64 

Recounts detailed study and largely from original sources the lives and services 
group typical writers the Revolutionary and National periods. There are bio- 

graphical and critical studies Francis Hopkinson, Philip Freneau, John Trumbull and his 
friends among the Hartford wits,” Joseph Dennie, William Dunlap, and early playwrights, 
and Charles Brockden Brown and his contemporaries fiction. The book illustrated 
several half-tones rare portraits, broadsides, and title-pages. 

Literature the Elementary School 
PORTER LANDER MacCLINTOCK 

320 pages, cloth; net $1.00, postpaid $1.12 

The book gives series detailed studies the choice and teaching the various 
kinds stories; poetry; the drama; myth literature; the correlation 
literature with the other disciplines; the actual teaching the class literature; the 
return asked from the children; chapter out-of-school reading for children; and 
finally list titles literature for each the elementary grades, offered suggestion 
the inventive teacher, but also defended working programme tested experience. 
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THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO PRESS 

Adam Smith and Modern Sociology: Study the Methodology 

the Social Sciences 

ALBION SMALL, Professor and Head the Department Sociology 
the University Chicago 

260 pages, cloth; net $1.25, postpaid $1.36 

The volume the first series which the author will edit the preparations for 

sociology the fragmentary work the nineteenth-century social sciences. The main 

argument the book that modern sociology virtually attempt take the larger 

programme social analysis and interpretation which was implicit Adam Smith’s moral 
philosophy, but which was suppressed for century prevailing interest the technique 
the production wealth. both plea for revision the methods the social sciences 

and symptom the reconstruction that already progress. 

Women’s Work and Wages: Phase Life Industrial City 
EDWARD CADBURY, CECILE MATHESON, and GEORGE SHANN 

383 pages, 8vo, cloth; net $1.50, postpaid $1.61 

The authors give, for the purposes the student and social worker, systematic 

and comprehensive statement the facts and theories women’s work and wages and the 

complex attendant problems. The valuable work done late years various writers and 

associations brought into line with the facts gathered original investigation most 
exhaustive nature. 

Outdoor Labor for Convicts 
CHARLES RICHMOND HENDERSON, Professor and Head the De- 
partment Ecclesiastical Sociology the University Chicago 

170 pages, 8vo, paper; net cents, postpaid cents 

This little volume gives English translations all the reports made the last Inter- 

national Prison Congress Budapest, together with accounts various farm colonies 

Belgium and Switzerland, and outdoor work prisoners the United States. The book 

contains the largest body expert opinion and fact found anywhere this subject, 

and the conclusions offered are based the results experiments made nearly all civilized 
countries. 

Chapters Rural Progress 
KENYON BUTTERFIELD, President the Massachusetts Agricultural 
College 

276 pages, 8vo, cloth; net $1.25, postage extra 

The increasing interest rural matters, springing from the renewed devotion out- 

door life, and now including the technical aspects modern agriculture, gradually being 

broadened embrace the field economic and social investigations. present the literature 

regarding the sociological phases rural life particularly meager. President Butterfield’s 
book emphasizes the social aspects rural communities and describes some the newer move- 

ments resulting the expansion country life. 



THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO PRESS 

The Tragedies Seneca 

Translated FRANK JUSTUS MILLER, Associate Professor Latin the 
University Chicago 

445 pages, 8vo, cloth; net $3.00, postpaid $3.20 

This new translation the ten tragedies which have come down under the name 

Seneca. They are rendered English blank verse, with appropriate lyric meters for the 

choruses. The work enriched and its value greatly enhanced for both classical and 

English students, well for the general reader, introduction the influence 

Seneca upon early English drama, contributed the volume Professor John Manly; 
also review the Roman historical drama connection with the Octavia, comparative 

Seneca’s tragedies, and comprehensive mythological index and glossary. 

Dramatic Traditions the Dark Ages 

JOSEPH TUNISON 

350 pages, cloth’ net $1.25, postpaid $1.36 

The critics the ancient drama never get beyond Seneca—if indeed they far—and 

students the modern stage usually begin with the thirteenth century. This book aims 

cover the interval. 

Mr. Tunison has the skill and liveliness method The quantity his results can not easily 
which enable him marshal this wonderful array measured.—Springfield Republican. 

York Times. 

Interpretation Italy During the Last Two Centuries: 

Contribution the Study Goethe’s ITALIENISCHE REISE 

CAMILLO VON KLENZE, Professor German Literature Brown 

University 

150 pages, cloth; net $1.50, postpaid $1.62 

With view primarily throwing light Goethe’s estimate Italy, the author traces 
the development foreign appreciation the historic peninsula during two hundred years. 

The volume rich varied interest for the student European culture. 
The book work research representing vast anyone who desires follow the story modern 

amount reading and labor, and will service and intellectual life—The Dial. 

Old German Love Songs: Translated from the Minnesingers the 

12th 14th Centuries 

FRANK NICHOLSON 

236 pages, cloth; net $1.50, postpaid $1.61 

this volume attempt has for the first time been made present English readers with 

fairly large and typical selection from the German Minnesingers the twelfth the four- 

teenth centuries. ‘The English versions, while preserving the form the originals, aim, 

far possible, faithfulness rendering. introductory essay discusses the nature 

and history Minnesong. 
Professor Edward Dowden writes: 

The introduction and the translations have given true enjoyment. 



UNIVERSITY CHICAGO PRESS 

The True Nature Value 

RUFUS FARRINGTON SPRAGUE 

190 pages, cloth; net $1.00, postpaid $1.10 

Mr. Sprague not professional economist, but successful manufacturer, whose 

attention has been for many years directed the abstract principles underlying exchange. 

the public discussions few years ago the subject monetary standard took 

important part, and was the candidate the ‘‘Gold Democrats” for governor Michi- 

gan. has developed theory exchange value which resembles some points that 

Bastiat, but much more elaborately developed and many respects entirely new. The 
book deserves the attention all economists. 

Short History Wales 
OWEN EDWARDS, Author Zhe Story Wales, etc. 

162 pages, I2mo, cloth; net cents, postpaid cents 

This book, one the most distinguished living Welsh scholars, will supply long 

felt want. aims giving the general reader simple and intelligible outline the history 

Wales, and particularly fitted used supplementary reading schools. 

covers the entire history from prehistoric times the present day. The volume fully 

equipped with summaries, pedigrees, and maps. 

First Year Mathematics for Secondary Schools 

GEORGE WILLIAM MYERS, Professor the Teaching Mathematics 
and Astronomy the College Education the University Chicago. 
Assisted the Instructors Mathematics the University High School. 

198 pages, cloth; net $1.00, postpaid $1.09 

The object this new course mathematics away with the present artificial 

divisions the subject and give vital connection with the student’s whole experience. 

The first year secondary work devoted (1) generalizing and extending arithmetical 

notions, (2) following the notions mensuration into their geometrical consequences, 

and (3) reconnoitering broadly interesting and useful field algebra. This means 

postponing the scientific and purely logical aspects algebra later period. 

Geometric Exercises for Algebraic Solution, for Secondary Schools 
GEORGE MYERS and the Instructors Mathematics the Univer- 
sity High School 

pages, 12mo, cloth; net cents, postpaid cents 

This book supplies means for holding, through the second year geometry course, the 

ground made algebra during the first year. the use geometric problems 

algebraically solved the course serves the three-fold purpose (1) keeping algebraic pro- 

cedure continual use, (2) holding the unity the geometrical course intact, and (3) 

pointing out many connecting by-ways and overlapping districts the two domains ele- 

mentary mathematics. 



THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO PRESS 

The Investment Truth, and Other Sermons 

the late FREDERIC DEWHURST, Pastor the University Congrega- 
tional Church, Chicago 

174 pages, cloth; net $1.25, postpaid $1.37 

Mr. Dewhurst was nature investigator, keenly sensitive the more subtle 

tions things. Professor Albion Small says this book sermons: contribu- 
tion the literature strenuous communion with God.” 

The reading these sermons confirms Mr. Mr. Dewhurst’s appeal the few, but these 
Small’s words. They are vital, they deal with the appeals Nation. 
big things Register. 

Love and Loyalty 

JENKIN LLOYD JONES, Pastor All Souls Church, Chicago 

400 pages, cloth; net $1.50, postpaid $1.66 

Twenty-three sermons the noted pastor. With the exception the introductory 

discourse, they were all delivered sermons” for successive graduating classes, and 

the text every case the class motto. The collection thus represents cross-section 

quarter century from busy city ministry. Composed for boys and girls, the discourses 

should appeal particularly others like age, but anything that appeals the young interests 
their elders likewise. The book therefore issued the belief that many will find value 

the noble ideals here set forth. 

The English Reformation and Puritanism, and Other Lectures and 

Addresses 

the late ERI HULBERT, Professor and Head the Department 
Church History the University Chicago 

352 pages, 8vo, cloth; net $2.50, postpaid $2.71 

The late Dean Hulbert was unique and striking character. Those who knew him 
and who enjoyed the flavor his keen, incisive talk, will glad know that number 

his lectures have been collected and published. Many also who did not know him person- 

ally will enjoy the book, and will impressed never before with the appalling cost the 

civil and religious liberty that now take matter course. 

Christianity and Its Bible 

HENRY WARING, Pastor the Brussels Street Baptist Church, Halifax, 
Nova Scotia 

389 pages, 8vo, cloth; postpaid $1.00 

This book contains twenty-three chapters sketch the origin the Old Testa- 
ment religion and Christianity, history the Christian Church, and summary 

present-day Christianity. 
both trustworthy and useful book, well adapted increase religious Outlook 
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PUBLICATIONS SERIES 
called the following series, which are publishing agents. Full infor- 

mation will sent request. 

Researches Biblical Archaeology: Series Volumes Dealing with the Chronology, Geog- 
raphy, Social and Religious Institutions, Art and Literature the Biblical Nations 

OLAF TOFFTEEN, Professor Semitic Languages and Old Testament 
Literature the Western Theological Seminary. Published for the Oriental 
Society that Institution. 

Volume Ancient Chronology, Part From 3400 1050 
300 pages, 8vo, cloth; net $2.50, postpaid $2.70 

preliminary detailed treatment biblical chronology, the author undertakes 
this volume survey early chronology general the light the latest researches 
Babylonian, Assyrian, and Egyptian history. His conclusions are many respects 

variance with those most recent scholars, and tend support the authenticity the Old 
Testament narrative. 

The following volumes are preparation: 

Sidelights Biblical Chronology, Part 
Ancient Migrations, Part 
Ancient Chronology, Part 

Philosophic Studies 

The Department Philosophy the University Chicago announces the publica- 
tion series monographs under the foregoing title, include the subjects ethics, 
logic and metaphysics, aesthetics, and the history philosophy. The initial number ready: 

The Ethical Significance Feeling, Pleasure, and Happiness Modern Non-Hedonistic Sys- 
tems. pages, 8vo, paper; net cents, postpaid cents 

WILLIAM KELLEY WRIGHT 

[In 
The Respective Standpoints Logic and Psychology 

MATILDE CASTRO 

Publications the National Society for the Scientific Study Education 

are publishing agents for the Yearbooks this socicty. These reports (each issued 
two parts) contain important papers and discussions pedagogical subjects. Detailed 

information will furnished request. 

DISSERTATIONS 
Under the regulations the University, doctors’ theses must printed. 

frequently advantage the writers have their productions published, and many 
candidates employ the University Press for that purpose. Some recent issues 

The Infinitive Polybius Compared with the Infinitive Classical Greek: Being Part 
Historical and Linguistic Studies Literature Related the New Testament. pages, 8vo, 
paper; net cents, postpaid cents 

HAMILTON FORD ALLEN 

The Deification Abstract Ideas Roman Literature and Inscriptions. 102 pages, 8vo, paper; net 
cents, postpaid cents 
HAROLD AXTELL 

Decimus Junius Brutus Albinus. 114 pages, Paper; net cents, postpaid cents 
BERNARD CAMILLUS 

The Role the the Life the Greeks. 100 pages, 8v0, paper; net $1.00, post- 
paid $1.05 

EDWIN MOORE RANKIN 

The So-Called Rule Three Actors Greek Classical Drama. pages, paper; net cents, 
postage extra 

KELLEY REES 
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CONSTRUCTIVE BIBLE STUDIES 
The Constructive Bible Studies are the outgrowth the conviction that the prevailing 

systems Sunday-school instruction are insufficient meet the growing demands the 
times. Believing the Sunday school the great educational branch the church, the 
editors have sought produce series religious textbooks, based the fundamental 
laws laid down trained educators. One the most important these laws the 
principle that the curriculum must adapted the capacity the pupils, giving each 
grade work which suited material and method treatment the stage develop- 
ment the pupils. studies comprise four series, each corresponding definite stage 

development the pupil. 

KINDERGARTEN SERIES 

One Year Sunday-School Lessons FLORENCE PALMER Postpaid $1.00 

ELEMENTARY SERIES 

Child Religion Song and Story GEORGIA CHAMBERLIN MARY ROOT 

Manual, postpaid $1.00 Pupil’s Notebook, postpaid cents 

Introduction the for Teachers Children GEORGIA CHAMBERLIN 

Postpaid $1.00 

Pupil’s Notebook, postpaid cents 
SECONDARY SERIES 

$1.00 

The Life Christ ERNEST DEWITT BURTON SHAILER MATHEWS 
Postpaid $1.00 

Short History Christianity the Apostolic Age GEORGE GILBERT 

paid $1.00 
ADVANCED AND SUPPLEMENTARY SERIES 

The Priestly Element the Old Testament WILLIAM RAINEY HARPER Post- 

paid $1.00 

The Prophetic Element the Old Testament WILLIAM RAINEY HARPER Post- 

paid $1.00 

Short the Gospe's ERNEST DEWITT BURTON $1.00 

Handbook the Life the Apostle Paul ERNEST DEWITT 

paid cents 

Christianity and Its Bible WARING Postpaid $1.00 

HELPS FOR SUPERINTENDENTS AND TEACHERS 

Principles and Ideals for the Sunday ERNEST DEWITT BURTON 

SHAILER MATHEWS $1.11 
Outline Bible-School Curriculum GEORGE PEASE Postpaid $1.65 

Hebrew Life and Thought LOUISE SEYMOUR HOUGHTON Postpaid $1.65 

The New Appreciation the Bible WILLARD SELLECK Postpaid $1.63 

[The following volumes will ready 

The Life Christ: adaptation the book Burton and Mathews, for pupils the high 

school age ISAAC BRONSON BURGESS 
Studies Samuel HERBERT LOCKWOOD WILLETT 
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BOOKS PRESS 

Old Testament and Semitic Studies Memory William Rainey 
Harper 
Edited ROBERT FRANCIS HARPER the University Chicago, 

FRANCIS BROWN Union Theological Seminary, and GEORGE 
FOOT MOORE Harvard University 
volumes, each about 400 pages, royal cloth; net $10.00, postage extra 

The collection contains portrait and account the life and work William 
Rainey Harper. edition seven hundred copies will printed from the type. Sold 
subscription only. 

Descriptive Geography Palestine 
PROFESSOR LEWIS BAYLES PATON, Hartford Theological 

pages, 8vo, cloth 

Recent residence Jerusalem and thorough study the literature, both ancient and 
have qualified the author this volume write interestingly and authori- 

tatively the topography and archaeology the Holy Land. The facts presented are 
precisely those which the student the Bible needs know. The book will fully illus- 
trated, and will constitute notable contribution the subject. 

Sidelights Biblical Chronology, Part 
OLAF TOFFTEEN, Professor Semitic Languages and Old Testament 
Literature the Western Theological Seminary 

250 pages, 8vo, cloth 

This examination the data furnished the monuments bearing biblical his- 
tory, and constitutes elaboration the first chapter Ancient Chronology. While 
would perhaps too much say that Dr. Toffteen reaches conclusions altogether new, 
has displayed the same independence research and reasoning which characterizes his 
ment the broader subject The result able, fearless, and 
scholarly statement views concerning historical data the Bible. 

Value and Distribution 
HERBERT DAVENPORT, Assistant Professor Political Economy 
the University Chicago 

500 pages, 8vo, cloth 

The author thus defines his position his preface: the time Adam Smith, 
economic theory has been possession doctrines enough for reasonably complete, con- 
sistent, and logical system thought—if only those doctrines had been, with wise eclec- 
ticism, properly combined and articulated. The emphasis the present volume upon the 
entrepreneur point view the computation costs and the analysis the process 
which distributive shares are assigned, has nothing new it; was necessary only that the 
point view clearly distinguished, consistently held, and fully 

The Process Government: Study Social Pressures 
ARTHUR BENTLEY 

432 pages, 8vo, cloth 

The author gives critical review current analyses the process government, 
and then elaborates theory which the stresses exerted 
the various social elements—are treated basic factor. The work not intended for the 
general reader, the technical vocabulary political science being freely used. 

> 



NEW BOOKS 
The Virgin Birth Christ 

JAMEs D.D., Professor Apologetics and Systematic Theology United Free Church 
College, Glasgow. 12mo, $1.50 net (postage extra). 

noteworthy and most timely book which will, without doubt, become standard work the 
subject. His brilliant and able statement and broad, yet conservative, discussion will strongly 
commend his book all laymen and students. his preface Dr. Orr says: aim the 
lectures establish faith the miracle the Lord’s incarnation Birth from the Virgin, 
meet objections, and show the intimate connection fact and doctrine this transcendent mystery.” 

Dr. Orr’s recent book, “The Problem the Old Testament,” was awarded the $6,000 Bross 
prize Lake Forest University. 

The Creed Jesus and Other Sermons 
HENRY SLOANE D.D., Pastor Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church, New York. 

$1.00 net (postage extra). 

untechnical and popular statement the Christian Gospel based the idea that the 
message Christianity arose from, and found authoritatively in, the religious experience 

its founder. 

Epochs the Life Jesus 
Study Development and Struggle the Messiah’s Work. D.D., 

Professor New Testament Interpretation the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. $1.00 
net (postage extra). 

his preface the author says: book attempts straightforward, constructive dis- 
cussion the career Jesus set forth the Gospels. attempt here made tell the story 

the life Jesus, save brief summary now and then necessary the interpretation that 
life.” 

History Babylonia and Assyria 
HUGO WINCKLER 

Translated Professor JAMES CRAIG. $1.50 net (postage 

The most authoritative history the Babylonians and Assyrians before the Persian Conquest 

Canon and Text the New Testament 
RENE GREGORY, D.D., LL.D., Professor New Testament Exegesis the Uni- 

versity Leipzig. $2.50 net (postage extra). 

new volume the International Theological Library, containing able and scholarly 
treatise this subject. 

New Volume the Important 

History the Christian Church 
PHILIP D.D. 

Vol. Part THE MIDDLE AGES. From Gregory VII, 1049, Boniface VIII, 1294. 
DAVID SCHAFF, D.D. 

The author the new volume this great work the son the late Dr. Philip Schaff, the 
author the earlier volumes, who has made out the material already gathered his father 
foundation for this volume. It-covers the period the early Middle Ages, and will followed 
another volume covering the period down the This book distinguished the 
same wide learning and scholarly presentation which caused the faculty Berlin University say 

the previous volumes the work that “the the Christian Church the most notable 
monument universal historical learning produced the school Neander.” 

$3.25 net, postage cents 

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS 

| 
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What They Say 
The following are specimens the testimonials constantly received from pastors 

and teachers who are using various volumes the 

Constructive Bible Studies 
The New Biblical Text-Books for Sunday-School, College and Classes. 

have myself used every course study that has been placed before the 
Sunday school, and this the best.” 

Teacher Training Sec’y, Rhode Island Association. 

satisfactory.” Davies, Armour Mission, Chicago. 

“Free from cant, while reverent its attitude........ positive help.” 
Barss, The Hotchkiss School, Lakeville, Conn, 

experience warrants hearty commendation.” 
Pastor First Baptist Church, Oshkosh, Wis. 

have two classes using the above textbooks, and they are far the best 
classes the 

BLOOMFIELD, Supt., First Cong. S., Muskegon, Mich. 

have had better sustained interest and more individual work than ever 
before twenty-five years continuous teaching.” 

NEWELL GILBERT, Baptist S., DeKalb, 

consider Miss Palmer’s One Year Sunday School Lessons superior 
any other book its kind which have used.” 

Mrs, First Baptist Madison, Wis. 

“Intensely interested........ The neat, attractive book has brought new 
members the HELEN Lams, Cong. S., Roberts, Wis. 

“Parents are delighted with the increased interest their children are taking 
Sunday school.” Pastor Baptist Church, Belmont, 

“It the only method which gives you something when you are through 
with Cong. S., Seattle, Wash. 

“We have not found their equal anywhere, and would not think going 
back the uniform, unpedagogical system the past.” 

First Cong. S., Grand Junction, Colo. 

“The work being pursued with much interest and 
Bible School Club St. John’s Cong. Church, Springfield, Mass. 

Write today for circulars and specimen pages. 

DEPARTMENT 

THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO PRESS 
CHICAGO AND NEW 



JUST PUBLISHED 

The Life Recent Research 
WILLIAM SANDAY, D.D., Litt.D. 

8vo. Cloth. net 

CONTENTS 

The Symbolism the Bible Miracles 
Twenty Years of Research Atonement and Personality 

Survey and Criticism Current Views The Gospel the Gospels 

The Deity Our Lord Jesus Christ The According St. Paul 

Expressed the Gospels Sermon Angels 

The Most Recent Literature 

prove substantial aid all inquirers desiring trustworthy The course New Testament 
research has been traced by a master’s steady hand, Dr. Sanday’s standards of discussion are exacting, and in 

practice -he does not fall below them. In catholicity of outlook and in just and modest temper the book quite reflects 

the spirit of that Gospel of which it treats." So high-minded a work will doubtless earn its welcome among serious 

For Sale all Booksellers Send for Catalogue 

Oxford University Press, American Branch 
and FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 

GENERAL 
Exposition the Main Development 
Sociological Theory, from Spencer 

Ratzenhofer 

ALBION SMALL 
Professor and Head of the Department of Sociol- 

ogy in the University of Chicago 

this book Professor Small brings his 
wide reading and keen analytical powers bear 
the history sociology and its present claims 
regarded asa science. These claims have often 

been disputed, the ground that the material 
sociology has already been pre-empted the recog- 
nized social sciences—ethnology, history, economics, 
etc. Professor Small’s answer that the work 
co-ordinating these various groups, surveying the 
process human association whole, task 
distinct from that worker one the special 
fields, and that the body knowledge gained 
legitimately ranks science. other words, 
sociology social science genera! what neu- 

economists, political scientists, psychologists, and 
moralists, quite as much as to sociologists. 

pp., cloth, net, $4.00; postpaid, $4.23. 

ADDRESS DEFT. 

The University Chicago Press 
CHICAGO AND NEW YORK 

When calling please ask see Mr. Grant 

BOOKS 
LIBERAL DISCOUNT 

BEFORE BUYING BOOKS 
FOR QUOTATIONS 

assortment catalogues and special 
slips Books reduced prices 

sent for ten-cent stamp 

TO THE READER 

Please remember that whenever you need 
BOOK, any about BOOKS, you 
will address will try please you atten- 
tion and low prices. 
Write your wants, call and inspect 
stock, and either case will make you special 
prices. 

GRANT 
Street New York 

Mention this advertisement and receive discount 



Students the Gospels 
Two very helpful Books Special Reduction Price 

HARMONY THE 
THE GOSPELS LIFE CHRIST 

Aid Historical Study and 

Condensed Commentary 

the Gospels 
THE TEXT THE REVISED VERSION, 

< FOR THE ADVANCED AND ADULT CLASSES IN 

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN THE SUNDAY SCHOOL, Y.M, 
AND SIMILAR BIBLE CLASSES 

FOR HISTORICAL STUDY 

BY BY 

WILLIAM ARNOLD STEVENS ERNEST WITT BURTON 

AND AND 

ERNEST DEWITT BURTON SHAILER MATHEWS 

Third Edition, revised Fifth Edition, illustrated 

$1.00 NET, $1.12 POSTPAID $1.00 POSTPAID 

Ths HARMONY THE GOSPELS the essential characteristics 
the former editions. material change has been made the order numbering sections. 

The readings the American Revision have been added, and the book has been improved 
multitude details. forty pages longer than before. 

The chief characteristics the book are simplicity construction, completeness its exhibit 
the parallelism the Gospels, and above all practical usefulness for students and teachers the 

Life Christ. 
The utility the book convincingly attested the sale seventy thousand copies the 

previous editions, its adoption the basis four the most widely studied courses the Life 
Christ, its reproduction several oriental languages, and its commendation such 

scholars Professor Marcus Dods and Canon Sanday. 

THE LIFE CHRIST now its fifth edition. Its continued popularity due 
its usefulness any careful study the gospels. Its method enforces thorough assimilation 
the narrative and develops more exhaustive interpretation this material through com- 

parative One its many distinguishing features the outline Constructive Work: the 
student writes Life Christ based wholly upon his own study the gospel story and acquires 

intimate and first-hand knowledge the events the life Jesus. The maps and the illustra- 
tions add greatly the value the book. 

The HARMONY THE GOSPELS and THE LIFE CHRIST are largely used together 
that have arranged with the publisher the former offer the two volumes considerable reduc- 
tionin price. those ordering from direct will deliver 

The two books, postpaid, for $1.50 
This rate not subject any discounts and may withdrawn anytime. bought separately, 

the full price must paid for each book. 

Address: THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO PRESS 
CHICAGO and NEW YORK 



THE BIBLE STUDY UNION (BLAKESLEE) LESSONS 

GRADED MANUAL WORK 
FOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS 

The new Bible Study Union Lessons for 1908 give complete and connected 
history life from the four Gospels. They embody many improve- 
ments, among which system graded manual work. This includes cards 
for coloring, picture and map drawing, written answers, note and scrap book 
work, heretofore, and adds many kinds picture work for classes all ages, 
the making sand tray, paper pulp and clay maps, the illustrating note 
and scrap books, harmonies, etc., and the construction models for class and 

wholly optional. view the great enthusiasm which this kind work has 
aroused wherever used, believe that will prove exceedingly interesting and 

For full description the manual method, with details the work pro- 
posed for each grade, also free specimen copies the quarterlies, address 

BiBLE STUDY PUBLISHING Co. 
250 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON 

The Finality the Christian Religion 
GEORGE BURMAN FOSTER, Professor the Philosophy Religion the 

Unibersity Chicago. 

534 pages, small 8vo, cloth; net $4.00, postpaid $4.25 

One one the finalities which have emerged history have been over- 
thrown. the same fate store for Christianity? forever 
progressing; then may Jesus yet superseded superseded Moses? 
May relative and Christianity reflecting upon these 
questions, Professor Foster gives trenchant and decisive criticism both 

the absoluteness supernaturalism and the relativity naturalism, 
then assumes the modern idea development and seeks synthesize the 
two ideas development and finality. 
Few theological books recent years have been hotly assailed, and few 

warmly defended. this age cautious specialization, need books 
this comprehensive breadth, and few there are who are qualified write 

them. the present work the treatment shall judged commensurate 
with the theme, Professor Foster will have performed important service 
for his generation. 

ADDRESS 

The University Chicago Press 
CHICAGO NEW YORK 
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Aids Educators 
and Students 

General Book Catalogue 1907-08 
This Catalogue has national reputation the most 
comprehensive list new and recent standard books 
issued any book house. contains about 500 
pages, including index over 100 pages, and 
carefully classified subjects. PRICE 

OTHER CATALOGUES 
Free upon request 

BOOKS ART. and complete descriptive list all 
works pertaining art, architecture, craftsmanship, music, 
and all similar interests. 

FRENCH, ITALIAN, AND SPANISH BOOKS, and care- 
fully prepared list the works these languages which 

carry stock can order. exceptionally com- 
plete. 

TECHNICAL BOOKS. descriptive list scientific works, 
classified subjects, compiled committee the 
Society for the Promotion Engineering Education. 

OLD AND RARE BOOKS. publication the great- 
est interest lovers fine editions, rare volumes, and 
beautiful bindings. the standard reference list 
these special lines. 

-MONTHLY BULLETIN NEW BOOKS. monthly descrip- 
tive list, with illustrations, every new publication 

received our retail store. impartial and 
complete every respect. 

OUR STOCK 
THE LARGEST STOCK THIS COUNTRY 

THE BOOKS ALL PUBLISHERS 

215-221 WABASH AVE. CHICAGO 

: 
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Nervous Disorders 
The nerves need constant supply 
phosphates keep them steady 

and strong. deficiency the phos- 
phates causes lowering nervous 
tone, indicated exhaustion, rest- 
lessness, headache insomnia, 

Horsford’s 
Acid Phosphate 

furnishes the phosphates pure and 
abundantform. the nerve 

cells with health-giving life force, re- 
pairs waste, restores the strength and 
induces restful sleep without the use 

dangerous drugs. Ideal Tonic 
Nervous Diseases. 

your druggist can’t supply you will send 
small bottle, prepaid, on receipt of 25 cents. 
Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, 

Champion 
protector of the skin and complexion of particular men and 

women, first comes 

MENNEN’S BORATED TALCUM TOILET POWDER 
a safe and pure healing and protective powder, the merits of which 
have been recognized and commended by the medical profession 
for many years. Winter winds have no ill eflects where Mennen’s 
is used daily, after shaving and after bathing. . In the nursery 
it is indispensable. For your protection--put up in non-refill- 

face is on the cover it's genuine and a guar- 
\ antee of purity. Guaranteed under the 

Food and Drugs Act, June 30th, 1906. Serial 
No, 1542, Sold everywhere, or by mail 25c 

mple 
GERHARD MENNEN CO, 

Newark, N. J. 
Try MENNEN'’S Violet (Borated) Talcum 

Toilet Powd ler. 

my It has the scent of fresh-cut Parma Violets. | 

YEARS WORK 
RELIEVING PAIN. 

The test time has only 
served strengthen the 
confidence POND’S 
EXTRACT. 
SOOTHING, REFRESHING 

AND HEALING. 

The most useful 
household remedy. 
Ask your druggist for 

Pond’s Extract. 
only sealed bottles— 

Refuse 
all substitutes. 

LAMONT, CORLISS & CO., Agents, 

78 Hadson Street, New York. 

Intending purchasers 

strictly first- 

class Piano 

should 

not fail 

toexam- 

ine the 

merits 

WORLD RENOWNED 

HMER 
the special favorite the refined and 

cultured musical public account its unsur- 
passed tone-quality, unequaled durability, ele- 
gance design and finish. Catalogue mailed 

application. 
THE SOHMER-CECILIAN INSIDE PLAYER 

SURPASSES ALL OTHE 
Favorable Terms Responsible Parties 

SOHMER COM 
Warerooms Cor. 5th Ave., 22d 



SEX AND SOCIETY 
WILLIAM THOMAS 

volume approaches the question woman and her position society 
from new standpoint. recognizes that sex fundamental factor 
the origin and development social institutions and occupational activi- 

ties, and that number social forms and forces are sexual origin, 
After preliminary paper which the organic differences the two sexes 

are analyzed, there follows series studies the relation sex social 
feeling and stimulation, and the influence sex securing system social 
control; the psychology the maternal system tribal organization; sex asa 
factor the differentiation occupations early society, and the relation 
woman early industry and invention; the relation sex the origin moral- 
ity; the origin exogamy; the origin and psychology modesty and clothing. 

the last two papers, “The Adventitious Woman” and 
“The Mind Woman and the Lower Races,” modern woman interpreted 
from the standpoint certain conventions and prejudices which emanate from 
the fact sex, and which have excluded her from full participation the 
activities the “white man’s world,” with the result that she develops type 
mind and character not representative the natural traits her sex. 

Former treatises the “woman question” have dealt the main de- 
scriptive way with the history marriage, least only with the details the 
development the marriage system, and have failed present theory which 
makes clear the significance the present position woman The 
volume Professor Thomas the first attempt made estimate the influence 

the fact sex the origin and development human society. 

300 pages, ramo, cloth; net postpaid $1.65 

The Silver Age the Greek World 
students ancient life and thought, Professor Mahaffy’s scholarly volumes 
the history Greek civilization need introduction. For this particular 

period, modern authority ranks above him the estimation scholars. Indeed, 

the minds thousands readers, the ancient world a.world recreated this 

delightful writer—a world with clear air and serene sky. The subtle charm 

his style will found have wise diminished this, his latest book. 

The author’s purpose well stated the following extract from the preface: 

“This book intended replace Greek World under Roman Sway, now out 
print, maturer and better form, and with much new material superadded. There 

has grown up, since its appearance, wider and more intelligent view Greek life, 

and people are not satisfied with knowing the Golden Age only, without caring for 

what came before and followed after. this Silver Age Hellenism many splendid 

things were produced, and the world was moulded the teaching which went out 

from Greek lands. this teaching diminished quality, certainly increased 
greatly influence, and led its higher pupils back the great masters the 
earlier age.” 

485 pages, small net $3.00. Postpaid $3.17 

DEPT, 

The University Chicago Press 
CHICAGO and NEW YORK 



THE GANONG BOTANICAL 
APPARATUS 

called the apparatus 
for use plant physiology, and espe- 

cially adapted for college and secondary 
school work, which are producing under 
the direction Professor Ganong, 
Smith College. 
New methods teaching botany make 

this apparatus indispensable. 
Experiments transpi- 

ration, osmosis, respiration, may carried 

der processes intelligible students. 
complete descriptive catalog with full 

directions for use the various pieces has 
been published and will sent free 
request, 

monthly. Not mere advertisement, but 
made and printed little publication about that world 
wonder and beauty seen the lens. Send your 
name and will enter your subscription FREE, 

BAUSCH LOMB OPTICAL ROCHESTER, 
New York, Boston, Washington, Chicago, San Francisco 

The Social Ideals Alfred Tennyson 
Related His Time 

WILLIAM GORDON 

REFUSE ALL 
SUBSTITUTES AND 
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CUSHION 
BUTTON 

CLASP 
LIES FLAT TO THE LEG— NEVER 
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sap Sample pair, Silk 50c., Cotton 25c. 
a Mailed on receipt of price. 

GEO. FROST CO., Makers 

rare that departments study are combined 

cleverly and profitably English literature and sociology 

are combined this work. treatment, some- 

what novel plan, of a subject at once literary and scientific, 

266 cloth net $1.50, postpaid 

Address Dept. 
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you wish something 
with sharp point— 

Something that ready 

for business—select 

DIXON 
American Graphite 

PENCIL 
Differs from the 

dentifrice 
the causes decay. 

flavored, and delightful adjunct the den 

tal toilet, convenient tubes. sale 

drug stores, 25c. per tube. 

AVOID SUBSTITUTES 

DENTACURA COMPANY 

RAILWAY ORGANIZATION AND WORKING 

you are not familiar with send 
cents stamps for You will 

not regret it. 

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO. 

JERSEY CITY NEW JERSEY 

LECTURES PROMINENT RAILWAY MEN 

ERNEST DEWSNUP 

The numerous aspects the railway service which treats, the plain and 

non-technical way which every subject handled, the fact that more than 

score railway experts the highest reputation have collaborated its 
production, all combine make the book indispensable the ambitious young 

who desires make sure his rise the service establishing 

also hoped that the book, and others its kind that may follow, 
will have stimulating effect upon the teaching railway economics our 

universities. The study this volume ought certainly give the student 
railway economics more vivid appreciation the organization studies. 

510 PAGES; SMALL CLOTH; NET $2.00 
POSTPAID 

ADDRESS DEPT. 

THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO PRESS 
CHICAGO NEW YORK 
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Keeping out the 
cold and keeping 
the bodily heat 
only the beginning 

the good work 

Wright’s Health 
Underwear. 
stands guard over 
the sensitive skin, 
preventing that sud- 

den closing the pores which causes colds, coughs 
and congestion various parts the body. 

Wright’s Health Underwear, made recent 
process, selected high grade wool, the best 
the market. Yet reach people moderate 
means. Nota fad nora gimcrack. Just sensible 

woolen garment, lined with the fleece 
comfort. For men, women and children. ‘‘Dressing 

for Health,’’ valuable booklet, free. 

WRIGHT’S HEALTH UNDERWEAR COMPANY, 

Franklin Street, New York. 

MANUAL 

Being Compilation the Typographical 
Rules Force the University 

Chicago Press; Which Are 
Appended Specimens 

Types Use 

pages, 12mo, paper; net cents, post- 

paid cents 

the most comprehensive 
works typographical style 
ever published. ‘Though pri- 

marily intended for local use, 
believed possess elements use- 
fulness for wider circles. rec- 

publishers, writers, 
proofreaders, printers, and others in- 
terested typography. 

The University Chicago Press 
CHICAGO NEW YORK 

WHAT 
WILL LONGER TREASURED THAN 

WEBSTER’S 

DICTIONARY? 
USEFUL. Aconstantsourceofknowledge. Itanswers 

on, on new words, 

, and Bi 
Constant emendations the volume 

times. 2380 Pages. 65000 Ilusts. 

TH 
OTHER 

TIVE AND LASTING. The various bindi: 
and durable and the paper printing 

the Best Christmas Gift, 
‘WEBSTER’S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY. 

Largest of our abridgments. Regular and Thin 
Editions, 1116 Pages. 1400 Illustrations, ae 

Write for Dictionary Wrinkles, 

RELIABLE. Ed. Ohief Harris for over 

DICTIONARY. 



Will You 

good is. 

W. R. Fox, President Fox Typewriter Co. 

Then want leave the decision you, you 

want then will either sell you one direct favor- 

able terms, nearest representative dealer will 

itfor me. already have machine will 

take that part payment. 

All you have fill out the coupon below and 

The Test Trial Will Not Cost 

You Penny 

This the way sell typewriters; good, fair, 
honest way. has not weak link the chain 
fairness. 

not belong any trust and nobody dictates the 
shall sell how shall sell. 

business, 

sell machine strictly its merits, not for what 
used be, but for what to-day. 

joke successfully sell typewriters com- 
petition with bigtrust. machine has better 
than others (not simply good) stand chance 

better. 

have for build the enormous 
business have, because to-day selling thousands 

Fox every civilized country the 
world. 

Expense 

know that better typewriter than any other 

typewriter ever built. 

know other typewriters all kinds and know that the 

Fox has every improvement and every feature that any them 

has—and more. 

and have you compare part for part, feature for feature, with 

any other typewriter. 

will let the typewriter speak for itself. 

and claim for will demonstrated the machine itself more 

convincingly than could tell it. 

Let appeal you fair-minded business man least 

friendly enough give chance you what have. 
sure you would want give you such you had 

something sell me. 
All want you fill out and to-day 

the attached coupon. 

W.R. 
Fox Typewriter Company 
560-570 Front Street, 

Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Send for catalog, 
which takes 
construction of 
Fox in detail—it’s Free. 

Fox Typewriter 
invented the Fox Type- 

writer and manufacture 

to-day. know just how 

want place Fox your office expense 

All the writing the Fox always sight and di- 
rectly the line vision; the writing line indicated 
and the printing point pointed that the Fox 

just what claim,a visible typewriter. 

The typebar and hanger are the heart type- 
writer, that means they are the most vital part, 
weak typebar means weak typewriter. Show mea 
typebar-bearing that is narrow an as no wearing 

surface, and tells that under hard wear 
typewriter will not retain its alignment and sooner 
later will get out order. 

the Fox the bearing wide and the bar heavy 
and will stand years and years hard work. 
Then again with the Fox, equipped 

all kinds work—letter writing—invoicing— 
billing—tabulating figures—stencil cutting and heavy 
manifolding, anything any typewriter can the Fox 
can do—and more. 

You can buy one machine and two carriages dif- 
ferent lengths and change them will. 

You can lift the platen writing cylinder right out 
and put another You can write two 
colors and you not have touch your ribbon from 
the time you put the machine till worn 

You can all these things and many more and 
them better than you can with any other typewriter. 

And remember this the machine want place 
your office for and examination expense. 

cost you penny try it. 

Will You This? 

Send it to me personally. 

the 
the 



The most popular pens are 

MADE 150 STYLES 

128, 333 

Business, 048, 14, 130 

Broad Points, 312, 313, 314 

Turned-up Points,477 

531, 1876 

Esterbrook Steel Pen Mfg. Go. 
Works: Camden, N.j. John St., 

Typewriters 
Come and Go, 
but the machine that always 
stays, always leads, always 
improves, always outwears, 
and always outsells all others 

— 

ARN 

REMINGTON 

Remington Typewriter Company 
(Incorporated) 

New York and Everywhere 

The University Chicago Press 

appeal particularly purchasers books other than and every 
books and periodicals published the University Chicago Press 

dealer should familiarize himself with our list, that may pre- 
sent appropriate books interested customers. Our publications are also 
especially desirable for libraries who aim supply their patrons with the 

solid current books and magazines. Consult our catalogues for par- 
ticulars, write either our eastern home office 

CHICAGO and 156 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK 

HOMERIC VOCABULARIES 
EDGAR GOODSPEED AND WILLIAM OWEN 

This little book planned aid the reader Homer 
the rapid acquiring vocabulary, The words are 
ranged the order their frequency, method which has 
sega remarkably successful in practice. 62 pages; small 

ADDRESS DEPT. 
THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO AND NEW YORK 

HARTSHORN 
SHADE ROLLERS 

Bear the script name of Stewart 
iartshorn on label. 

Get “Improved,” no tacks required. & 

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers 

Egyptian Antiquities the Pier 

GARRETT PIER 
Mr. Pier’s collection contains number unique speci- 
mens and is known to experts throughout the world. The 

§ catalogue is luxuriously printed and bound. 22 plates; 27 
Pages of descriptive text ; quarto; net $4.00. 

ADDRESS DEPT. 
THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO PRESS AND NEW YORK 

HARTSHORN 
SHADE ROLLERS 

Bear the script name of Stewart ¢ 
{artshorn on label. 

Get Improved,” required. 

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers 



SANTA CLAUS 
Uses the No. 

Hammond Typewriter 

HAMMOND 

Better than the Best 

Easiest operated 

Collision type impossible 
Alignment perfect and permanent 
Uniform impression 

Sight writing unobstructed 
Escapement perfect 

and for other reasons 

which will explain 

application 

Hammond Typewriter Co. 
Street, East River 

New York, 

VISIBLE 



LITHIA 
Strong Testimony from the 

Virginia. 
URIC ACID, DIATHESIS, GOUT, RHEUMATISM, 

LITHAEMIA and the Like, ITS ACTION 

PROMPT AND LASTING. 
Geo. Ben. Johnston, M.D., LL.D., Gynecology and Abdominal Surgery, 

Virginia, Ex-Pres. Southern Surgical and Gynecological Assn., Ex-Pres. Virginia Medical 

and Surgeon Memorial Hospital, Richmond, Va.: were asked what mineral water has 
Uric Acid Diathesis, the widest range usefulness, 

would unhesitatingly answer, BUF FALO LITHIA WATER Rheumatism, Lithaemia, and 

the like, its beneficial effects are prompt and lasting. Almost any case Pyelitis and 

Cystitis will alleviated it, and many cured. have had evidence the undoubted 
tegrating Solvent and Eliminating powers this water Renal Calculus, and have known its long 

continued use permanently break the gravel-forming habit.’’ 

“IT SHOULD RECOGNIZED ARTICLE MATERIA MEDICA.” 

James A.M., LL.D., Prof. Physiology and Surgery the Medical 
Department the University Virginia, Uric Acid 

and Pres. the National Board Health: BUFFALO LITHIA Diathesis 

well-known therapeutic resource. should recognized the profession article 

Materia 

COMPARE WITH PREVENTING URIC ACID DEPOSITS THE BODY.” 

Dr. Barringer, Faculty and Professor Physiology, University Vir- 

ginia, twenty years’ practice have hesitancy stating that for 

prompt results have found preventing Uric Acid Deposits 

nothing compare with LITHIA WATER the body. 

KNOW REMEDY COMPARABLE IT.” 

Wm. Towles, Prof. Anatomy and Materia Medica, University Virgina: 

Uric Acid Gout, Rheumatism, Rheumatic Renal Calculi and Stone the 

Spring 
remedy comparable BUFFALO WATER No. 

Voluminious medical testimony sent request. For sale the general drug and mineral 
water trade. 

PROPRIETOR BUFFALO LITHIA SPRINGS, VIRGINIA. 



OTHER FOOD PRODUCT 
HAS LIKE RECORD 

Highest Awards 

Europe and 
America 

127 
Years Constantly 

Increasing 

Sales 

WALTER BAKER Ltd. 
Established 1780] 

DORCHESTER, MASS. 

Oil and Gas 
stoves, faulty furnaces, etc., 
the air and cause sickness. Over under 
the heating arrangement keep dish with 
water containing little 

The Disinfectant 
colorless liquid; powerful, safe, and 

Sold quart bottles only, 
druggists, high class grocers and house- 

Henry Platt, New York and Montreal 

payments every family moderate circumstances 

deliver the new your home free 
Write fer Catalogue and 




